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The majority of these examples come from the annual reports and accounts of the winners and 
shortlisted entries to PwC’s Building Public Trust Awards 2019. We have drawn other examples 
from organisations we audit.

The Building Public Trust Awards recognise trust and transparency in corporate reporting and cover 
a range of sectors. The National Audit Office (NAO), with PwC, co-sponsors the award for Reporting 
in the Public Sector. The 2019 winner of the public sector award was Great Ormond Street Hospital 
for Children NHS Foundation Trust, with HM Revenue & Customs and the Crown Estate being 
highly commended.

High-quality annual reports and accounts are fundamental to effective accountability – here’s why 
Annual Reports and Accounts are a key means by which an organisation ‘tells its story’. Done well, 
reporting in the public sector enables the public and Parliament to understand – with ease and 
confidence – an organisation’s strategy and the risks it faces, how much taxpayers’ money has 
been spent and on what, and what has been achieved as a result.

Good reporting equips stakeholders with trusted information which they can use to hold 
organisations to account. This is why high-quality annual reports and accounts are fundamental 
to effective accountability.

We have seen some improvements in reporting in the public sector 
Following recent corporate failures, we are all aware of the criticism faced by the accountancy 
and audit profession, standard setters and regulators. The criticism includes, among other things, 
that annual reports and financial statements have become more difficult to follow because of their 
complexity. The public sector may have different priorities and motivations, but it is not immune to 
these risks. Indeed, Parliamentarians have called for improvements to government’s performance 
and accountability reporting in annual reports and accounts.

Our role as the auditor of central government and its arm’s-length bodies means that NAO audit 
teams review each central government body’s annual report and accounts every year – that is almost 
400 sets of accounts in total. This gives us a unique perspective on the quality of annual reporting 
right across the sector and how this is changing over time.

This year, the Building Public Trust Awards 2019 judging panel – which I sit on – noted an improvement 
in public sector annual reporting among the stronger performers, including in overall clarity. We also 
saw greater transparency of organisational risk reporting, including better descriptions of the impact 
of risk on an organisation’s ability to deliver its strategy and meet its objectives.

More broadly, through our wider audit work at the NAO, we have seen the effort organisations have 
put in to account transparently for significant, complex transactions under new financial reporting 
standards. On the other hand, we feel organisations can still do more to produce fully integrated 
reports, where the annual report more closely complements and narrates the financial performance 
and position reported in the financial statements. Stronger performers in this area tell us that early 
engagement and careful planning is vital. We, therefore, encourage organisations to engage early with 
internal and external parties when considering the content and presentation of their annual report and 
accounts, as this can help bridge the gap between the ‘two halves of the story’.

We also urge public sector organisations to go further in their quest to present a balanced and 
objective narrative of what they have achieved, together with the challenges they have faced along 
the way, and to do this in a manner which is engaging for stakeholders and users of public services. 
The organisations shortlisted for the Building Public Trust Awards 2019 public sector award 
achieved this ambition.

Good-practice principles for high-quality annual reporting 
In this guide we set out four good-practice principles that we believe underpin good annual 
reporting. These principles are Accountability, Transparency and Accessibility, leading to a report 
which is Understandable.

Here, we aim to provide a comprehensive, easy-to-use good-practice guide, based on these 
principles. We have hand-picked examples of good practice for each of the main elements that 
form part of an annual report. Our examples range across the public, private and charity sectors. 
That is because the fundamentals of good reporting are the same irrespective of the sector. We have 
drawn many of our examples from the annual reports and accounts of the winners and runners-up of 
the Building Public Trust Awards 2019.

We hope that you will find this guide a source of inspiration as you consider what to include and 
how to present your annual report and accounts this year. We look forward to continuing to work 
with the bodies we audit, Parliament and our wider stakeholders, to support ongoing improvements 
in public sector reporting.

If you would like further information about the guide, or any aspect of annual report and 
accounts production and audit, please contact your usual NAO team, or get in touch via  
Building.Public.Trust@nao.org.uk

 
Kate Mathers 
Executive Leader 
National Audit Office 
February 2020

Introduction

In our latest interactive guide, we set out our good-practice principles for good 
annual reporting and provide illustrative examples taken from organisations we 
think are leading the way in this area. 

https://www.nao.org.uk/
mailto:Building.Public.Trust%40nao.org.uk?subject=
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The NAO and the Building Public Trust Awards

What are the Building Public Trust Awards?

The Building Public Trust Awards recognise trust and transparency 
in corporate reporting. 

14 awards presented.

Established in 2002.

One of the awards is co-sponsored by the NAO and is for 
Reporting in the Public Sector.

Reporting in the Public Sector

In 2019, the award for Reporting in the Public Sector was won by 
Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust

71 public sector annual reports and accounts were reviewed by 
teams from the NAO and PwC.

The judging panel assessed each annual report in a number of 
areas. These represent the main elements we would expect to 
be included in an annual report.

The NAO’s involvement with the Building Public Trust Awards is 
part of our wider commitment to helping raise the standards of 
reporting by public bodies.

The judging areas

Strategy
Measures of 
success

Risks

Operations

Governance

Financial 
performance

Understandable

 

If you would like to nominate your organisation for an award please contact us at 
Building.Public.Trust@nao.org.uk for further information.

In concluding how each body performed against the four good-practice principles, 
we considered seven areas we would expect to see which are vital in portraying 
a fair and balanced view of each body.

Click on the categories below – the following pages summarise the criteria we 
adopted in each of these areas and highlight examples of best practice drawn 
from those bodies considered as part of the Building Public Trust Awards.

https://www.nao.org.uk/
mailto:Building.Public.Trust%40nao.org.uk?subject=
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Essential features of a good annual report

The basis of a good annual report is the ability of organisations to tell their ‘corporate’ story in a way 
that appeals to a variety of stakeholders and to really understand the influence and impact they can 
have on their audience and wider society. 

The NAO has set out four key principles that can help bodies prepare high-quality annual reports.

Accountability

 Good reporting: 

• ‘tells the story’ of the organisation in a fair and balanced way; 

•  demonstrates compliance with relevant 
reporting requirements;

• describes clear action points to take forward; and

•  incorporates non-financial reporting, such as climate 
change targets.

Accessibility

 Good reporting:

•  fully integrates key financial statement trends within 
the narrative; 

• includes concise summaries of key points; 

•  considers how the organisation engages with 
key stakeholders and meets their needs; and 

•  explores different ways that an organisation can 
engage and influence their stakeholders.

Transparency

 Good reporting: 

• includes frank and honest analysis; 

• does not avoid the challenges an organisation is facing; 

• makes appropriate use of data;

• quantifies risks and performance measures; and

•  demonstrates an understanding of the organisation’s 
activities on the wider society.

Understandable

 Good reporting:

• uses plain English to explain difficult concepts; 

•  uses infographics and diagrams to communicate 
important messages; and 

•  has a clearly integrated structure to help users 
navigate it effectively.

https://www.nao.org.uk/
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STRATEGY
What did we look for?

• Clarity around purpose, strategic objectives and key programmes/projects

• Frank and honest view of progress against objectives

• Clear description of plans to implement priorities

• Strategy clearly integrated with performance measures, risks and financial information

An organisation’s corporate 
strategy is the focal point of 
the report

Annual Report 

and Accounts 

2018 to 2019

Challenges are explicitly 
addressed, not avoided

Lloyds Banking Group

Annual Report and Accounts 2018

Lloyd
s B

anking G
roup plc  A

nnual Report and A
ccounts 2018

1

4

Strategic objectives are clearly 
aligned with key risks and 
future priorities

ANNUAL REPORT 2018/19

Strategy is integrated with the 
financial statements

2

5

Transparency about the 
material issues affecting the 
strategic priorities

The Crown Estate 

Integrated Annual Report  

and Accounts 2018/19

Brilliant places for  

our customers

3

http://www.nao.org.uk
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 6STRATEGY

Hospital strategy house
Full copy

The child 
first and always

Helping children with complex 
health needs fulfil their potential

      CARE
We will achieve 

the best possible 
outcomes 

through providing 
the safest, most 

effective and 
efficient care.

We will attract 
and retain the 
right people 

through creating 
a culture that 
enables us to 

learn and thrive.

We will improve 
children’s 

lives through 
research and 
innovation.

We will transform 
care and the 

way we provide 
it through 

harnessing 
technology.

   PEOPLE

VOICE

INFORMATION

FUNDING

Always 
welcoming

Always 
helpful

Always 
expert

Always 
one team

SPACES

 RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY

We will use our voice as a trusted 
partner to influence and improve care.

We will create inspiring spaces with state-of-the-art 
equipment to enhance care delivery and learning.

We will provide timely, reliable and transparent 
information to underpin care and research.

We will secure and diversify funding so we can 
treat all the children that need our care.

Annual Report and Accounts 2018 to 2019 13

Our strategy

In 2017 we refreshed our hospital’s strategy, developing and 
introducing the ‘strategy house’. Alongside our commitments  
to ‘put the child first and always’ and ‘help children with  
complex health needs fulfil their potential’, this set out four 
important priorities:

 � We will provide the safest, most effective care, with the best 
possible outcomes.

 � We will attract and retain the right people and together create  
a culture that enables us to learn and thrive.

 � We will improve children’s lives through research and innovation.

 � We will harness digital technology to transform the care we 
provide and the way we provide it.

During the past two years we have embedded the strategy 
through designing local, service-led strategies. We have updated 
our business case and planning processes, and strengthened 
our Personal Development Reviews (PDRs). We have developed 
internal campaigns to share strategic insights across the Trust, and 

run two successful one-week long strategy events that showcased 
the amazing things we do in our hospital.

Through conducting this work to embed the strategy we realised 
we want to better define our direction for the future as a provider 
of specialist and highly-specialist paediatric services and what 
this means for the shape of the services we provide. This will 
also help us to define the role we play within local, national, and 
international healthcare.

Consequently, during 2019/20 we will refresh the strategy house 
through a consultation process, involving staff from all professions 
– at all stages of their careers – as well as from our patients, 
families, members, governors and partners, collaborators, alliances 
and networks. This process will run between May and November 
2019 and involve various workshops and sessions to collect 
feedback that will be used to refine our vision and the strategic 
choices and priorities of our hospital in the future. Following formal 
Board approval we will launch the strategy refresh to coincide with 
Open House 2019 and International Day of the Child 2019. 

Clearly illustrated, 
linked to its priorities, 
objectives and vision.

Overarching strategic 
theme throughout the 
report based around the 
‘Strategy House’.

1 An organisation’s corporate strategy is the 
focal point of the report

Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust 
(GOSH) 2018-19, (page 13)

1/5

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/about-us/our-corporate-information/publications-and-reports/annual-reports
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/about-us/our-corporate-information/publications-and-reports/annual-reports
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 7STRATEGY

Our Strategy

Priority for 2019/20

  Refine our stakeholder engagement 
programme in a structured and 
targeted way to support efficient 
delivery of tunnelling operations 
and handover

Relevant Principal Risks:

• High impact, low probability events  
• Reputation

Relevant Principal Risks:

• High impact, low probability events  
• Reputation

Objective
We want to deliver the Thames Tideway 
Tunnel safely at the right quality and  
to best value. Finishing earlier would 
reduce cost, benefiting bill payers and 
investors, and deliver environmental 
benefits more quickly and reduce 
disruption to local residents.

Objective
We want to create a supportive 
environment for delivering the tunnel 
and build a positive reputation with  
our stakeholders. Looking after our 
neighbours and stakeholders  
reduces the scope for delays, so  
we can deliver the tunnel’s benefits  
as soon as possible. 

Priorities for 2019/20

•  Working with the Programme 
Manager to deliver the best value 
for money schedule possible

  Be in a position to handback sites  
or parts of sites on completion of 
construction including architecture 
and landscaping and worksite 
testing

  Develop our relationship with  
TWUL to support efficient delivery 
and deliver to the joint plan for 
commissioning and handover 

•  Seeking and implementing all 
appropriate opportunities to  
increase efficiency

•  Ensuring that the asset being 
delivered is of the right quality

Relevant Principal Risks:

 • Programme delivery • Supply chain 
failure • High impact, low probability 
events • Interfaces with Thames  
Water infrastructure • Regulatory  
and political • Brexit

Relevant Principal Risks:

• Health, safety and wellbeing  
• High impact, low probability events

Priority for 2019/20

•  Evolve the capabilities of the 
organisation to support and 
encourage efficient delivery through  
a motivated and empowered team

Priorities for 2019/20

•  Support the organisation to  
deliver the best result for bill payers 
and shareholders

•  Funding – opportunistic issuance 
across formats 

•  Investment management – continue 
to focus on capital preservation and 
liquidity and seek to optimise returns

Relevant Principal Risks:

• Programme delivery • High impact, 
low probability events • Credit risk 
rating • Inflation • Regulatory and 
political • Brexit

Key Long Term Activities
Enabling all our delivery partners  
to safely deliver the project more 
efficiently and at lower cost, and 
using the Alliance to best effect

Maintaining our focus on delivering a 
high-quality, fit for purpose asset and its 
integration into the wider sewer network

Key Long Term Activities
To ensure continued good relations with 
stakeholders including the consent 
granting bodies

Protect and promote the reputation 
of Tideway 

  Delivering on all our Legacy 
Commitments under the DCO

Address the needs and concerns 
of our neighbours

Key Long Term Activities
Maintaining a low risk financing 
position by preserving our  
Baa1/BBB+ credit ratings

Maintaining appropriate levels 
of liquidity

To continue to build trust and 
confidence with our stakeholders 
through high quality reporting, 
engagement and assurance

Optimise our cost of finance in order  
to increase our return to shareholders

Objective
We are targeting zero fatalities  
or serious injuries, off or on-site.  
We will achieve this by setting new 
standards for health, safety and 
wellbeing. This is the right thing to  
do for those involved, as well as 
improving productivity and reducing 
the chance of delays or stoppages.

Priorities for 2019/20

  Reinforce HSW performance in  
the construction phase which 
shows improvement in comparison 
to previous projects

   Ensure the MWCs’ marine 
operations (including other  
safety critical operations) are  
in line with our requirements

Key Long Term Activities
A HSW programme which is recognised 
as transformational in comparison to 
previous projects

Delivering HSW the ‘RightWay’,  
in line with the delivery programme, 
verified by appropriate assurance

Maintain a focus on health & wellbeing 
to achieve relative parity with safety

Drive for an equivalent high level  
of HSW performance in the  
marine environment

Objective
We aim to deliver efficient financing 
and financial risk management,  
which minimises our cost of capital 
and supports our investment grade 
credit rating.

Health, Safety & Wellbeing Schedule, Cost & Quality Vision, Legacy & Reputation Company & People Financing

Objective
A high-performing, motivated  
and engaged workforce will deliver 
better value and help us recruit  
and retain people.

Key Long Term Activities
Reinforcing values and behaviours

Providing training and development, 
and succession planning

  Maintaining our commitment  
to diversity

Delivering systems, processes  
and tools to support an effective 
organisation

Offering competitive terms and 
conditions, benefits and incentives

Tideway has made significant  
progress to deliver the Thames  
Tideway Tunnel in line with its vision, 
values and company objectives to 
deliver for all our key stakeholders.

Looking ahead to 2019/20, the  
Executive Team and Board have reviewed 
and developed targets and aspirations  
for the year. We do this by assessing our 
performance during the year including 
stakeholder feedback, the external 
environment and the phase of the project. 
We observed that the external environment 
had changed quite significantly, 
particularly relating to the political and 
supply chain space, and the understanding 
of this helped shape our future priorities.

Our review resulted in refinements to 
our long-term objectives and priorities. 
The notable change was the addition of  
a priority to ‘be in a position to handback 
sites or parts of sites on completion of 
construction (including architecture and 
landscaping) and worksite testing’.

By the end of March 2020, we aim  
to be in a position that tunnelling will be 
substantially complete in both West and 
Central areas and three quarters of shaft 
excavations will be complete. Building on 
the lessons we have learnt so far and 
staying true to our values, we will:

• retain our focus on safety and continue 
to work towards our ambition to safely 
deliver the Thames Tideway Tunnel and 
in doing so reconnect London with the 
River Thames;

• maintain high-performing tunnelling and 
marine operations, learning lessons 
quickly and ensuring they are shared 
across the project;

• continue to drive all reasonable cost 
efficiencies across the project and safely 
deliver the best value for money schedule; 

• develop a steady state operating model 
for the Post Acceptance period and a 
transition plan from 2020 onwards; and

• maintain the current positive 
stakeholder environment

  Denotes amendment  
from 2018/19 to 2019/20

20 TIDEWAY ANNUAL REPORT ANNUAL REPORT TIDEWAY 21

The company’s strategic 
objectives clearly integrated 
with the key risks and forward 
look to 2019-20 priorities.

2 Strategic objectives are clearly aligned with 
key risks and future priorities

Tideway (Bazalgette Tunnel Limited) 2018-19, 
(pages 20 and 21)

2 /5

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.tideway.london/media/3326/tideway-ar18-19_d_full_web.pdf
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3 Transparency about the material issues 
affecting the strategic priorities

The Crown Estate 2018-19, 
(pages 10–13)

Our Corporate Strategy establishes 
an approach to investing, developing 
and managing our real estate which 
is focused on our customers.

Our Corporate Strategy

Our aspiration is to transform 
ourselves from a traditional 
property manager and investor, 
into a customer-centric business 
that delivers a range of products 
and services through its real estate.

We believe that building enduring, 
mutually beneficial partnerships 
with our customers is the best 
route to ensuring their success and, 
in turn, embedding resilience into 
our business.

This year, to complement our 
established approach to managing, 
developing and investing in real 
estate, our Corporate Strategy 
also sets out the principles 
that will help to achieve a 
longer-term transformation. 

This means actively considering 
the breadth and diversity of skills 
that we require; ensuring we have 
the most effective relationship 
with our partners and supply chain; 
investing further in technology, data 
and digital tools; and reconsidering 
our governance and processes to 
ensure they are optimised to deliver 
the best customer experience.

In a real estate context we will 
continue to focus on mixed-use 
assets in the West End, retail and 
leisure-focused destinations across 
the country and to enable the 
future of offshore wind. In doing 
so, we continue to refine our ways 
of working to ensure that we 
understand and are responsive 
to customer needs. 

Our strategy is grounded in our 
purpose, building upon the positive 
role that we play in society and our 
commitment to acting responsibly.

Our business model
We specialise in sectors where we have critical mass and expertise, enabling us 
to realise our competitive advantage and outperform the market.

We are focused on achieving our financial and non-financial targets through the 
investment, development and management of real estate to meet our customers’ 
needs, while being conscious of our wider impact on our stakeholders, 
communities and the environment.

 See pages 14-15

Our purpose
Brilliant places through conscious commercialism

Brilliant places help our customers achieve their goals. They are places 
our customers want to work in, where businesses choose to invest, 
spaces that people want to visit and where local communities thrive. 

Conscious commercialism describes our approach to doing business 
and managing our portfolios, and the way in which we deliver positive 
impacts for our customers, partners, communities and the environment.

Our Corporate Strategy
Our Corporate Strategy establishes an approach to investing, developing and 
managing our real estate which is focused on our customers. 

This approach is informed by our strategic review of risk and opportunity. 
It will  be enabled by investment in our operational capabilities, ensuring we 
have the right skills and culture to deliver success and building partnerships 
with our customers and supply chain.

Our four strategic objectives:

Actively manage our 
assets to drive sustainable 
outperformance against 
our commercial targets

Nurture a high-performance 
culture and reputation as 
a brilliant place to work

 See pages 12-13

Build ever stronger relationships 
through high levels of customer  
and partner satisfaction, 
loyalty and recommendation

Be a leading responsible 
and resilient business 
which thinks long term

Performance
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10 The Crown Estate 
Integrated Annual Report 2018/19

Our material issues
Understanding and addressing 
the issues which are most pertinent 
to the resilience of our business 
is critical to our long-term success.

In identifying our material issues 
we consider a broad range of 
factors affecting our business, 
including global trends such 
as technological advances, 
demographic change, the health 
of the economy and climate 
change. The resulting material 
issues are those which we 
consider as having the potential 
to materially impact our current 
and future strategy.

Our material issues exercise is 
an integral part of our strategy 
development. The risks and 
opportunities arising from the 
assessment of our material 
issues inform our evolving 
strategy and its implementation 
through the activities in the 
business model.

This exercise is complemented 
and challenged by external 
expertise. This means we 
can capture a breadth of 
perspectives from our customers 
and stakeholders, as we believe 
it helps us to embed resilience 
into our Corporate Strategy.

More detail on the process 
we undertake to define our 
material issues, and how 
this fits into our strategic 
architecture, can be found 
on pages 42-43.

Changes to the way people 
work and spend their time
The ways that people work 
and choose to spend their 
time continue to evolve, 
and this has a significant 
influence on our offer and 
our continued ability to 
ensure that our customers 
can achieve their goals.

Government policy 
and constitutional change
Changes to the constitution, 
Government policy and 
regulations influence 
our operational portfolios 
and the markets within 
which we operate.

Impact of technology 
and data on the business
Technology is driving change 
in our world, challenging 
traditional models and 
ways of working across 
our markets, as well as 
bringing new opportunities 
to deliver enhanced 
products and improved 
customer experiences.

Reputation  
and trust
The trust of our stakeholders, 
customers, partners and 
wider society, alongside 
the reputation of our brand, 
is fundamental to our ability 
to operate successfully 
and deliver through our 
value chain.

Availability of  
skills and talent
With increased competition 
for the best skills and talent, 
it is essential that we are able 
to attract and retain a diverse 
range of skills and expertise; 
and that our customers and 
partners can do the same.

Health of the 
economy
The health of the economy 
impacts on our business, 
as it influences customer 
demand and their ability to 
pay for our products and 
services. Political uncertainty, 
including Brexit, also impacts 
our capacity to achieve 
sustainable long-term growth.

London’s place  
in the world
Given our extensive central 
London holdings, the capital’s 
position as a thriving world 
city and an attractive place 
to live and work, is crucial 
to our future success.

The natural  
environment
Our ability to deliver on 
our purpose is impacted by 
our planet’s finite resources, 
growing population 
and the consequent 
pressure on our climate, 
as well as on the natural 
and built environments.

Strategic 
relationships
The strength of our 
relationships across our 
supply chain is critical to 
our business. Our strategic 
joint venture and service 
delivery partnerships are 
central to how we access 
capital, manage and grow 
our business. 
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Integrated Annual Report 2018/19

Transparency about the material issues the Crown Estate 
is facing and how they are interlinked to its purpose, 
corporate strategy and business model.

3 /5

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/3189/22668_the-crown-estate_ar_2019-interactive.pdf
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12 Lloyds Banking Group Annual Report and Accounts 2018

KEY OBJECTIVES FOR 2018 TO 2020

Remain number 1 UK digital bank with Open 
Banking functionality

Unrivalled reach with UK’s largest branch network, 
serving complex needs

Data-driven and personalised customer 
propositions

MEASURING PERFORMANCE

15.7 million
Digitally active customers

>£4 billion
Balance growth in underrepresented segments

Progress in 2018
In 2018 we have made significant progress 
in enhancing our digital propositions 
and branch network to reflect changing 
customer preferences, while also 
increasing personalisation.

Building a market leading digital experience
In a year in which we met more of our 
customers’ simple needs via mobile than any 
other channel for the first time, we have made 
a number of functionality enhancements 
designed to put customers more in control of 
their finances digitally.

We were the first large UK bank to meet the 
regulatory deadline for Open Banking. We 
have built on this success, launching our 
API-enabled aggregation functionality in the 
fourth quarter. Through this customers are 
now able to view their current accounts with us 
alongside those held outside of the Group.

We have also launched enhanced security 
and anti-fraud features including location 
based transaction searches and the ability 
to freeze and unfreeze cards via mobile, with 
other functionality enhancements including 
improved statement searches, smart alerts 
and upcoming payment notifications.

#1 branch network, serving complex needs
Customers continue to prefer face-to-face 
contact for more complex needs. We 
therefore remain committed to maintaining 
the UK’s largest branch network as part of 
our multi-channel proposition, while tailoring 
it to continue meeting these complex needs 
effectively. Highlights include the opening 
of our flagship Halifax branch in London’s 
Oxford Street, 16 additional routes for our 
mobile branch fleet, which now serves over 
210 locations, the roll-out of remote advice 
functionality, with 270 branches now linking 

directly to dedicated mortgage advisers, and 
enhancements that have enabled branch 
colleagues to spend more time meeting 
customers’ complex needs.

Personalising our customer proposition
Given our extensive insight, we are well 
positioned to meet the growing demand 
for personalised customer propositions. As 
part of our overall response to this significant 
opportunity, we recently launched our Lend 
a Hand mortgage proposition that meets 
the needs of borrowers without a deposit 
to get onto the housing ladder, while also 
offering market leading savings rates to 
family members or other supporters who 
are willing to provide this deposit on their 
behalf. In addition, the strength of our Club 
Lloyds proposition has enabled strong 
deposit growth. These and other initiatives 
have enabled us to increase personalisation 
and to achieve growth of over £4 billion in 
underrepresented segments.

Focus for 2019
We will build on these strong foundations by 
continuing to enhance our digital functionality 
to meet customers’ simple needs, while also 
ensuring that our branch network continues 
to meet complex needs effectively. In 2019, 
we have already made our Open Banking 
capability available to all our Lloyds, Halifax 
and Bank of Scotland mobile app customers, 
with the significant broadening of the range 
of products they are able to aggregate later 
in the year putting them more in control of 
their finances . In addition we will retain our 
focus on using our significant data insight to 
develop products that are more tailored to 
our customers’ specific needs.

Our strategic priorities
Leading customer experience

In order to be the best bank for customers, 
we recognise that we must continue to 
adapt to changes in customer behaviour, 
technology-driven competition and 
regulation. Our propositions must be 
reflective of heightened customer 
expectations for ease of access, 
personalisation and relevance, as well as the 
needs created by changing life patterns.

270
branches now live with  
Remote Advice

Our Remote Advice Video Interviewing 
service is an important element of 
how we are improving the customer 
experience, providing our customers 
with greater flexibility and convenience 
in how they can discuss and meet their 
complex needs. In 2018, this service has 
gone from strength to strength, with an 
initial focus on our customers’ mortgage 
needs. Approximately 38,000 customers 
have already taken the opportunity to 
discuss their mortgage needs in one of our 
270 branch locations that currently offer 
this service or from the comfort of their own 
home through our home to hub offering.

Each strategic priority has a 
dedicated page which details 
progress in-year and focus for 
the future.

Key strategic objectives 
and reference to KPIs.

4 Challenges are explicitly addressed, 
not avoided

Lloyds Banking Group 2018, 
(page 12)

4 /5

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.lloydsbankinggroup.com/globalassets/documents/investors/2018/2018_lbg_annual_report_v2.pdf
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5 Strategy is integrated with the 
financial statements

Unilever 2018, 
(page 9)

Unilever has a refreshing way of 
presenting its corporate strategy by 
starting with its enablers and showing 
the journey through to the value created.

Example of integrated annual reporting – 
Unilever ties its corporate strategy back 
to the financial statements by showing 
key balance sheet items as an enabler.

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.unilever.com/Images/unilever-annual-report-and-accounts-2018_tcm244-534881_en.pdf
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1 HM Courts and Tribunals Service 2018-19, 
(pages 66 and 67)

1/5

Section 3: Accountability Report HMCTS Annual Report and Accounts 2018-19

66

Risk theme /description
Strategic 
priority Key controls and activities to manage risks 

Risk movement  
(did risk reach target)

Finance risks

HMCTS is not financially 
sustainable during and when 
the change portfolio is 
delivered.

The financial control system failure risk was removed from 
the register at the end of the year, as it had met its target 
score and no longer represented a significant risk. 

n/a 

Risk removed from register.

The Financial sustainability risk has been managed through 
developing a detailed understanding of the financial 
pressures we face, and the changes in workload in the work 
we do. We are also planning for the next cross-government 
spending review, by building a detailed understanding of 
the costs we are likely to face in the next 3-5 years.  

The risk changed 
through the year 
between ‘medium’ 
and ‘high’, particularly 
through the October 
to January months. 
The risk though ended 
the year at a ‘high’.

Security and Safety

HMCTS does not effectively 
manage Safety & Security.

We have Health safety and security policies in place which 
are continuously monitored to ensure they are applied and 
remain current and appropriate. We allocated £3million 
additional funding to bringing hearing rooms up to 
appropriate security standards. In addition, we have increased 
external ‘penetration testing’ of our buildings following an 
increasing number of incidents. The results are monitored 
and used to identify improvements that can be made.

This risk is above target and will continue 
to be on the register in 2019-20.

Risk has remained at a 
‘high’ all year.

Transformation

HMCTS does not deliver 
Transformation Programme 
to time, cost and quality.

Effective and robust assurance procedures in place to review 
the risk and performance including up to date performance 
packs and ministerial and senior leadership oversight. 
Proactive work to prevent delays to the legislation required 
to complete transformation and realise benefits. This risk will 
continue to be managed effectively through to 2019-20.

The risk started 
the year as ‘very 
high’, reducing to 
a ‘high’ score in 
September and then 
to a ‘medium’ score in 
February 2019.

Commercial

HMCTS is not commercially 
compliant and fails to deliver 
value for money.

The target score was amended to ‘medium’ in November 
2018. The new Investment and Commercial Governance 
Committee (ICGC) is providing scrutiny and oversight 
of the function, which is provided by the Ministry 
of Justice under a shared service arrangement. 

The most significant contracts are identified as ‘gold 
contracts’ and are subject to robust biannual review.

This risk continues to be high and remains a risk for 2019-20.

The target score was 
changed to ‘medium’ 
In November 2018 
from ‘high’ at the 
beginning of the year. 

The risk remained 
‘high’ through to the 
end of the year.

Property

Lack of repair and 
maintenance of the estate 
and capacity within the 
function.

Our Property Board, which consists of HMCTS executives and 
members of the senior judiciary, provided guidance on prioritising 
our spend to areas of the estate. Our Facilities Management 
Board reviewed facilities management performance.

and our Building Champions provide local support 
in each of our buildings.  We also completed a 
comprehensive condition survey of our buildings to 
support our prioritisation of work going forward.

No change – ‘high’ 
risk all year.

Key

Relation of risk to key 
priorities

Modern 
technology

Modern settings
Modern 
capability

Relates to all  
three priorities

Risk movement Risk increase Risk decrease
No risk 
movement

Clear linkage between each risk and the 
strategic priorities

Clear linkage between the risk and strategic 
priority, depicted by an icon showing how closely 
aligned to the strategic priority each risk is.

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/818799/HMCTS_Annual_Report_2019_WEB.pdf
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 13RISKS

2 Frank and honest assessment of risk both 
pre- and post-mitigation

Highways England 2018-19, 
(pages 60–63)

2 /5

Our principal risks 
and uncertainties

Safety

Strategic risk Summary of mitigation

Raw risk

Current 
risk

Ineffective control over safety, 
health and wellbeing could lead 
to an increase in staff and road 
workers being physically or 
mentally harmed

 � Our contractual obligations are set to ensure certain health and safety 
standards are met, including the use of competent contractors at all levels

 � Our Health and Safety Management System incorporates policies and 
processes that direct our workforce and ensure the control of contractors

 � We have an ongoing monitoring regime, including inspections, leadership 
tours, accident reviews and compliance and assurance reviews

 � We have dedicated health and safety professionals across each region 
and programme team who provide health and safety advice and support 
to the business

 � Our wellbeing programme is in place and progress is monitored on a 
quarterly basis

In the last four years, we have reduced accidents to traffic officers by a factor of four and to contracting staff by 
30%. Read more on page 68.

Raw risk

Current 
risk

Ineffective interventions or 
investments for road user safety 
might lead to an increase in 
road users being harmed

 � We have Executive and Board-level committees to assess and approve 
investment in our safety interventions and monitor the success of their 
implementation

 � Our National Incident Casualty Reduction Plan and Regional Incident 
Casualty Reduction Plans provide detailed programmes of interventions to 
reduce incidents on our network

 � We track, monitor and report on the overall levels of casualty incidents to 
our Executive and Board-level committees to help inform future investment 
and interventions

This year has seen a slight increase in killed and seriously injured cases, although there has been an overall 
reduction in the number of reported incidents, with fatal casualties falling by about 10%. More information on our 
road user safety interventions can be found on pages 68-75.

We take a thematic approach to risk reporting, and 
have created reporting dashboards for nine themes, 
linked to the performance specification within RIS1. 
These are the focus of the Board and are managed 
by our Executive team. Management of these risks 
has meant that our raw and current risk exposure has 
remained constant throughout the year.

"Our performance in these areas is 
good but addressing these risks is 

critical to our success and it is right 
that the Board and the Executive 

remain focused on them."
JIM O'SULLIVAN CHIEF EXECUTIVE

Delivering to customers and communit ies

Strategic risk Summary of mitigation

Raw risk

Current 
risk

We do not listen to, influence 
or respond to changes in our 
customers' and stakeholders' 
expectations effectively, 
which might result in a poor 
level of customer service 
being delivered

 � Our Executive-led Customer Group oversees cross-business activity and 
ensures that it is in line with our Customer Service Strategy

 � We have appointed customer service directors, who are responsible for 
understanding the needs of our customers within their business areas as 
well as delivering their element of the Customer Service Plan

Customer service is one of our three imperatives and is an integrated part of our continuous improvement culture. 
Our customer satisfaction score for roadworks is at its highest level since the beginning of the current road period. 
We illustrate what we are currently doing in this area on pages 78-79.

Raw risk

Current 
risk

We do not manage 
our Company narrative 
effectively, which might result 
in reputational damage that 
undermines our capability 
and achievements

 � We have developed a corporate back-story to portray Highways England’s 
reputation. This is applied across all communications, both internally and 
externally, with our Corporate Editor reviewing key documents to ensure 
we use a consistent tone of voice

 � We use our supply chain Engagement Council to communicate key 
messages and briefings with our contractor community

 � Our strategic stakeholder engagement is supported by a full 
communications plan, which is reviewed regularly to ensure it is relevant 
and consistent

We made good progress this year delivering to plan and with strong financial results. For further commentary on 
our performance, see our Chairman's and Chief Executive’s statements on pages 10-13.

Delivering performance and eff iciency

Strategic risk Summary of mitigation

Raw risk

Current 
risk

Government actions to 
improve air quality may 
impact on the ability 
to achieve our Licence 
obligations, internal 
performance indicators 
and deliver our capital 
programme

 � We are working with the Department for Environment, Food and Rural 
Affairs and the DfT to support Government's Air Quality Plan – including 
engagement with local authorities

 � Our Air Pollution Strategy Board monitors the delivery of our 
Air Quality Strategy. This board includes representatives from the DfT, the 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs and the Office for 
Low Emission Vehicles

 � Our Major Projects Air Quality Roads Board manages scheme-level air 
quality risks and considers interventions to mitigate air quality impacts

We are working closely with Government to address air quality. We have advanced plans to understand our air 
quality challenges and to introduce mitigations where possible, which you can read about on pages 53-54.

We rate our risks without control (raw) and with control 
applied (current). 

High risks are events that, before mitigation, 
we consider have a high probability of 
occurring and which could have an extreme 
or major impact if they do so

Medium risks are events that, before 
mitigation, we consider are likely to occur 
and which will have a significant impact if 
they do so

Low risks are events that, before mitigation, 
we consider are unlikely to occur and which 
will have an undesirable impact if they do so
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HIGHWAYS ENGLAND HIGHWAYS ENGLANDANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS 2019 ANNUAL REPORT AND ACCOUNTS 2019

Transparent assessment of risks highlighting the impact 
(if any) of mitigating actions. This type of analysis is common 
within the risk register, but it is refreshing to see the inclusion 
of the assessment within the annual report.

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/818636/GFD18_0281_HE_Annual_Report_15.7.19_FINAL.pdf
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Clear presentation of principal risks grouped 
by theme

The Crown Estate 2018-19, 
(pages 43–48)

Clear presentation of principal risks which 
are grouped according to theme rather than 
by order of importance to highlight which 
area of the business carries the most risk.

3 /5

Risk appetite

The Board undertook a review of our risk 
appetite in October 2018, as part of our 
Board strategy session. The Board agreed 
to continue to use the risk appetite model 
first adopted in October 2016. This model 
is based on six key risk themes, which flow 
across our business: economy and market; 
assets; stakeholder and reputational; people; 
support and systems; and legal, regulatory 
and constitutional.

Our risk appetite for each theme is shown 
in the table at the bottom right of this page. 
A summary of our risk appetite can be 
found below. The main change from last year 
is that our risk appetite for support and 
systems risk, and legal, regulatory and 
constitutional risk now align with our risk 
appetite for stakeholder and reputational risk.

At a high level, our risk appetite is: to take 
measured risk to drive outperformance, 
where we have confidence in our delivery 
by virtue of our critical mass and expertise in 
our core markets. Our risk appetite in relation 
to our market and our assets is moderate, 
and below that of our peer group.

We do not take significant risk by investing 
large amounts of capital in risky or volatile 
asset classes. Similarly, we are conscious 
of the market and our exposure to central 
London, but choose to manage this by 
investing in prime assets through our 
exposure to a range of sub-sectors and 
covenants. Operationally, we have little 
appetite for taking risk that impacts our 
reputation and stakeholder relationships, 
or which challenges compliance with 
our obligations and responsibilities.

However, this year the Board augmented 
the risk appetite work by agreeing a 
sub-narrative for each category, and 
enhanced its connection to the Corporate 
Strategy. Of the sub-narratives, the key 
addition was the following appetite statement 
on our assets, in support of future innovation:

“ We recognise the need to take risk with 
our product offering, especially with regard 
to concentration of our assets and the 
integration of services to our customers. 
We aim to be smart in exploring the full 
range of potential options for our assets 
and testing these at a controlled scale 
before proliferating.”

Our top risks and opportunities

1       Investment 
performance and 
economic uncertainty

2    Development strategy 
and implementation

3    Responsible business 
(new risk)

4     Ability to manage  
a major incident

5      Information security

6     Digital risk and 
opportunity

7      Change risk and 
opportunity (new risk)

 8   Supply chain risk  
(new risk)

 9   People risk and 
opportunity

10  Health and safety

11  Government policy

12    Strategic relationships 
with our partners

Note: the heat map highlights net-risk, after taking account of principal mitigations.

Our principal risks and opportunities
The principal risks and opportunities we face in managing 
The Crown Estate and delivering our objectives are set out below 
and in the table overleaf. They are largely related to our portfolio 
of assets and are typical of a real estate organisation. These are 
not the only risks associated with The Crown Estate. The risks 
are grouped by risk theme rather than order of importance.
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Risk appetite

The Board undertook a review of our risk 
appetite in October 2018, as part of our 
Board strategy session. The Board agreed 
to continue to use the risk appetite model 
first adopted in October 2016. This model 
is based on six key risk themes, which flow 
across our business: economy and market; 
assets; stakeholder and reputational; people; 
support and systems; and legal, regulatory 
and constitutional.

Our risk appetite for each theme is shown 
in the table at the bottom right of this page. 
A summary of our risk appetite can be 
found below. The main change from last year 
is that our risk appetite for support and 
systems risk, and legal, regulatory and 
constitutional risk now align with our risk 
appetite for stakeholder and reputational risk.

At a high level, our risk appetite is: to take 
measured risk to drive outperformance, 
where we have confidence in our delivery 
by virtue of our critical mass and expertise in 
our core markets. Our risk appetite in relation 
to our market and our assets is moderate, 
and below that of our peer group.

We do not take significant risk by investing 
large amounts of capital in risky or volatile 
asset classes. Similarly, we are conscious 
of the market and our exposure to central 
London, but choose to manage this by 
investing in prime assets through our 
exposure to a range of sub-sectors and 
covenants. Operationally, we have little 
appetite for taking risk that impacts our 
reputation and stakeholder relationships, 
or which challenges compliance with 
our obligations and responsibilities.

However, this year the Board augmented 
the risk appetite work by agreeing a 
sub-narrative for each category, and 
enhanced its connection to the Corporate 
Strategy. Of the sub-narratives, the key 
addition was the following appetite statement 
on our assets, in support of future innovation:

“ We recognise the need to take risk with 
our product offering, especially with regard 
to concentration of our assets and the 
integration of services to our customers. 
We aim to be smart in exploring the full 
range of potential options for our assets 
and testing these at a controlled scale 
before proliferating.”

Our top risks and opportunities

1       Investment 
performance and 
economic uncertainty

2    Development strategy 
and implementation

3    Responsible business 
(new risk)

4     Ability to manage  
a major incident

5      Information security

6     Digital risk and 
opportunity

7      Change risk and 
opportunity (new risk)

 8   Supply chain risk  
(new risk)

 9   People risk and 
opportunity

10  Health and safety

11  Government policy

12    Strategic relationships 
with our partners

Note: the heat map highlights net-risk, after taking account of principal mitigations.

Our principal risks and opportunities
The principal risks and opportunities we face in managing 
The Crown Estate and delivering our objectives are set out below 
and in the table overleaf. They are largely related to our portfolio 
of assets and are typical of a real estate organisation. These are 
not the only risks associated with The Crown Estate. The risks 
are grouped by risk theme rather than order of importance.
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Performance
Our risk and strategy architecture continued

Our KPIs  See pages 12-13

1  Revenue profit growth 4  Customer satisfaction score

2  Total return 5  Carbon emissions

3  Employee survey ‘brilliant place to work’ score 6  Health and safety overall Incident Severity Score improvement

 
Risk and opportunity Material issues Principal mitigations Activity in 2018/19 and outlook Change in impact  

compared to  
prior year

Change in 
likelihood 
compared  
to prior year

 

Economy & Market 1  2

1 – Investment performance and economic uncertainty

Our investment performance and ultimately our long-term strategy are key 
to driving total return and a strong income stream to the Treasury. Inevitably 
this is impacted by both external and internal factors, from the economy and 
consumer confidence to how we make investment decisions and constraints 
to delivery of our strategy i.e. limited availability/timing of access to funds, 
although we believe our long-term focus makes our business resilient.

Economic uncertainty and pressures on the retail sector could threaten 
the achievement of our total return benchmark. This could be further 
compounded by the impact of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU and 
manifest in the following ways:

(a)  Weakening occupier demand and tenant failures that result in increased 
voids and defaults, particularly across our Central London and Regional 
portfolios, which have significant exposure to retail, leisure and office sectors.

(b)  Replacement of subsidies available to our tenant farmers. Reduced 
subsidies or alternate support mechanisms could lead to adverse 
profitability, downward pressure on rents and potential defaults.

(c)  Financing constraints, devaluation of sterling, and post-2020 subsidy 
funding could impact offshore wind project delivery resulting in slower 
than projected rate of growth in energy capacity and hence a reduced 
rate of growth in our income from offshore wind.

Reputation and trust 

Health of the economy

Strategic relationships

Changes to the way 
people work and 
spend their time

Board oversight and approval of future strategy for 
investment, with formal review of implementation 
and performance monitoring.

Financial modelling and forecasting along with regular 
economic and market analysis, including covenant checks 
on our major tenants.

Formal Investment Committee in place, with responsibility 
for scrutiny over proposed investment decisions 
(subject to clear delegated authorities). 

Exploration of joint venture investments and oversight 
of existing joint ventures through Joint Venture 
Oversight Group.

Our commercial remit of meeting our performance targets continues from year to year. The development 
of our Corporate Strategy is a key factor in ensuring we operate the business in a way that delivers 
both our annual targets and also ensures we remain a competitive and sustainable business that is 
able to successfully deliver value over the longer term. The development of our Corporate Strategy 
took place in summer 2018 and underwent a rigorous cross-business review process prior to 
Board approval in October.

As well as economic change and the impact of the UK’s withdrawal from the EU, we are operating 
against a backdrop of ever-increasing customer expectations, innovations in technology and the rise of 
industry disruptors. In order to deliver a resilient, world-class portfolio and sustainable performance over 
the longer term, work will continue in the year ahead to deliver our portfolio visions and business priorities 
to ensure we provide brilliant places for our customers.

Assets 1  2  3  4  5  6

2 – Development strategy and implementation

The development of our portfolio and roll-out of our development pipeline 
play a key role in our overall strategy to ensure our portfolio meets changing 
customer demands and we deliver sustainable long-term returns. 
It is essential therefore, that our strategy for development is effective 
i.e. we provide the right products to attract customers and meet their 
current and future needs. It is also essential that our development pipeline 
is implemented effectively i.e. developments are completed to time, cost 
and quality to maximise the returns and retain the interests of our investors.

As a result we face operational risks to the effective execution of our 
development programme including development overruns, development 
letting exposure, and/or supplier/sub-contractor failure. Adverse planning 
judgements can also have an impact on the roll-out of our development 
pipeline and the long-term vision for our portfolio.

Reputation and trust 

Health of the economy

Strategic relationships

Government policy and 
constitutional change

Development and Project Management Governance 
Framework.

Regular development monitoring through Project Control 
Groups for our major developments.

Third party due diligence and continuous monitoring 
of developer financial health.

Robust evaluation and appraisal of major development 
business cases.

Board and Investment Committee review and approval 
of major developments (subject to clear delegations).

Detailed reporting of development pipeline progress 
to Board and Investment Committee.

Our development programme has progressed a number of schemes across our Central London 
and Regional portfolios. This has included completion of The Marq, providing 46,000 sq ft of office 
and retail space in St James’s, and completion of further phases of our Rushden Lakes scheme 
in Northamptonshire. 

Looking forward, our five-to-ten-year longer-term development pipeline focuses on supporting the 
delivery of the aspirations set out in our Corporate Strategy. Our development pipeline will provide 
a range of accommodation, inherent flexibility, amenity, and enhanced public realm destinations to meet 
future customer needs. This will incorporate technological innovations and broader service provision, 
where relevant, that will help to create customer value and retention in the long term.

3 – Responsible business 

The Crown Estate has a diverse portfolio and operates in a number of 
communities. Being a responsible business drives sustainability and builds 
trust in key parts of our value chain.

There is a risk we could fail to direct and adapt our portfolio to align with 
our responsible business aims. For example, we could fail to adequately 
incorporate environmental sustainability in relation to major projects or 
asset management activity resulting in missed opportunities to drive 
long-term value and resilience. 

Government policy and 
constitutional change

The natural environment 

Integrated approach to sustainability underpinned 
by Executive Committee oversight.

Developments/refurbishments built to a high sustainability 
standard (e.g. BREEAM) to meet or exceed EPC standards 
with a clear framework provided under our Development 
Sustainability Principles.

Offshore wind programme with defined objectives.

We have developed an approach on climate resilience in line with TCFD recommendations which will 
lead, in due course, to scenario planning analysis. Likely risks and opportunities have been identified, 
which point to the parts of the portfolio requiring more detailed resilience planning. In-depth risk analysis 
has already commenced on one part of the portfolio. For more detail see: thecrownestate.co.uk/
performance-against-capitals 

Our integrated approach ensures we address the risk to our assets through sustainable acquisition 
and development. More widely, we continue to address the risks and opportunities generated by 
climate change, including for property and energy supply.
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The following pages 
go into further detail 
of each risk and have 
direct links to the Crown 
Estate’s KPIs.

Risks are ranked according to 
risk appetite to demonstrate 
management’s propensity 
to risk.

3

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/3189/22668_the-crown-estate_ar_2019-interactive.pdf
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85

Managing risks to our objectives
To help ensure we achieve our strategic objectives, it’s vital that we manage risks at all levels of HMRC from 
operational decision-making on individual cases through to managing change and strategic-level risks. Everyone in 
HMRC, from Board level down, has a clear role to play. This section explains how we identify and then address all 
these risks.

Our risk framework
We have developed a risk framework (Figure 12) to show how we manage risks to the delivery of our objectives. 
We identify risks during our business planning process, integrating risk management into the way we work across 
HMRC, including project management, business risk and assurance boards, performance and risk reporting. We 
also identify and monitor risks throughout the year through monthly risks and performance hubs.

Each risk we identify is given:

• an ‘owner’ and / or ‘sponsor’ within the business
• controls and mitigating actions as necessary
• an agreed cycle of assessment and review.

Senior leaders take regular stock of the actions we’re taking to manage risk and whether any risks need to be 
escalated to the strategic level. Top level strategic risks are reviewed by ExCom and the Audit and Risk Committee. 
We have started integrating the ‘three lines of defence’ model (illustrated below as 'Business Processes', 'Internal 
Assurance' and 'Independent Assurance') with our risk management process to place a greater emphasis on 
control and assurance.

Figure 12: Our risk framework

How we are managed and scrutinised

Risk 
Management 

Process

Risk Management 
Activity

Risk Analaysis 
and Evaluation

Risk 
Identification

Monitoring, 
Reporting, Review 

and Escalation

Independent 
Assurance

Internal Assurance

Business Process

Risk Culture

Resource and 
Capability

Mandate of Risk 
Professionals

Communication

Risk Maturity plan 
and implementation

Governance 
Framework

Clear and transparent accountability 
throughout the business in managing risk

HM Revenue & Customs 2018-19, 
(page 85)

4 /5

The ‘three lines of defence’ 
risk assessment diagram 
emphasises accountability in 
HMRC’s management of risk.

4

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/818222/HMRC_Annual_Report_and_Accounts_2018-19__web_.pdf
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Group Strategic Report

Principal Risks and Uncertainties

Business interruption

Risk description
Delivery of the Group’s business plan
requires continuity of business
operations. In the event of disruption,
the Group needs to restore activity as
safely and as quickly as possible.

Context
The Group’s business environment
has ageing facilities and infrastructure,
including some of the non-property
assets such as plant and equipment.
The operational environment includes
aircraft maintenance activities,
processes and manufacturing.

Severe but plausible scenarios
Serious incident resulting in closure
of airport. Unplanned disruption to
delivery of core ICT systems and
services necessary to support
operation of the business. Loss of
regulatory approvals in relation to
suitable facilities. Loss of use of
business-critical buildings or utilities
through storm damage, fire,
explosion, vehicle or aircraft impact,
or on-site contractors. 

Mitigating activities
Infrastructure and facilities risk registers
are in place; controls and mitigation
measures identified on the register
complete with owner.
Business continuity plans in place with
links to the Emergency Incident
Notification Plan and Cambridge
Airport Emergency Plan. A specialist
third party has independently reviewed
and tested the plans. High risk
compliance contracts are in place for
asbestos management, water quality
and ICT key systems under robust
service level agreements with third
party specialists. 

Responsibility
MADG Chief Executive

Likelihood / Impact
Low/Medium

Risk movement
Stable

Cyber attack

Risk description
Operational disruption, commercial
penalties, and/or reputational
damage associated with a successful
cyber-attack on ICT infrastructure. 

Context
The threat environment is continually
evolving. MADG, as a defence
company, is at a higher risk of being
targeted by a high end sophisticated
“sleeper” or “gathering” attack which
does not readily present visible
symptoms.

Severe but plausible scenarios
Operational disruption caused by ICT
infrastructure disruption. Loss of
engineering design data
compromising national security
resulting in inability to tender for
secure government programmes.
Employee data loss. Operational
costs associated with remediation
activities necessary in the event of 
a significant or sustained breach.

Mitigating activities
The nature of cyber threats means
penetration of lower risk general data
perimeter on occasion is generally
accepted as unavoidable. In 2018
significant investment including
upgrading the site wide IT systems
was made to increase rapid threat
identification, response and
containment, together with layered
defence which negates ability to
compromise high value data/systems.
In addition, the business recruited a
specialist cyber security officer to lead
activities and implementation of
automated analytical network activity
monitoring software.

Responsibility
MADG Chief Executive

Likelihood / Impact
Medium/Medium

Risk movement
Stable

Contract delay

Risk description
Significant delay and cost escalation
in our most complex engineering
project, resulting in significant losses
being recorded and unbudgeted 
cash requirements.

Context
The Group continues to review
estimated costs to complete and
monitor progress against the key
milestones embedded in the project.

Severe but plausible scenarios
Further programme delay gives rise
to risk of liquidated damages, 
impact on reputation and brand, 
and reduction in ability to win new
complex engineering contracts. 

Mitigating activities
Daily programme KPI metrics;
ongoing negotiations with customer;
project “opportunity” register; weekly
“cost performance” KPI
measurements; alignment of materials
and project work breakdown
schedules; revision of integrated
master schedule; continuous
improvement reviews of estimate to
complete; third party peer review. 

Responsibility
MADG Chief Executive

Likelihood / Impact
Low/Medium

Risk movement
Stable

32

5 /5

Realistic about the impact of risks 
on the organisation

Marshall of Cambridge (Holdings) Limited 2018, 
(pages 32–34)

Frank and honest analysis of risks, 
including being realistic about  
“severe but plausible scenarios” 
which shows that Marshall is 
prepared for potential eventualities.

5

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.marshallgroup.co.uk/media/uploads/files/2018_RA_Low_Res_all_170419_1.pdf
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The Crown Estate 

Integrated Annual Report  

and Accounts 2018/19

Brilliant places for  

our customers

Innovative method used to 
measure operational impacts 
as well as financial impacts

What did we look for?

• Clear explanation of different delivery models used, the reasons for using these models and how they achieved value for money

• Narrative around how business operations support wider Parliamentary (or other) objectives

•  For significant contracted-out services: discussion of how these contracts are awarded and how the entity manages 
the ongoing contract

• Consideration of capital investment and how it achieves value for money

• Non-financial reporting included alongside financial reporting

Creative illustration of an 
organisation’s operations

Parole Board for England and Wales  

Annual Report And Accounts 2018/19

HC 2497

1

5

Honest articulation of the type 
of stakeholder an organisation 
is looking for

Lloyds Banking Group

Annual Report and Accounts 2018

Lloyd
s B

anking G
roup plc  A

nnual Report and A
ccounts 2018

Forward-looking targets clearly 
linked to strategic priorities, 
vision and objectives

2

6

Annual Report 

and Accounts 

2018 to 2019

Clear links between operational 
structure and vision 
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Consideration of an 
organisation’s wider impact 
on society

7
ANNUAL REPORT 2018/19

An infographic with key facts 
and figures shows progress 
to date on an organisation’s 
main project

4

http://www.nao.org.uk
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1 The Parole Board for England and Wales 2018-19, 
(pages 20–21)

(ii) Parole process and performance 

This chart is illustrative of the way in which cases fow through the parole process. As the process is dynamic, 
with case status constantly changing, there is a small margin of diference in all of the numbers. 

A comprehensive breakdown of all fgures is published on the Parole Board website. 

Oral Hearing 
Request 

420 

Oral Hearing 
Request refused 

108 
Active 

Caseload at 
start of year: 

April 2018 

6,878 

Cases referred 
to the Parole 

Board over the 
year 

15,242 

MCA Deferred 
or Adjourned 

4,291 

MCA Hearings 

17,718 

Paper Remain 
in Custody 

6,952 

Oral Hearing 
Request 
accepted 

312 

Directed to 
Oral Hearing 

6,185 

Paper Release 

280 

Paper Open 
Conditions 

10 

Annual Report and Accounts 2018/19 

Listed at Oral 
Hearing 

9,283 

Withdrawn or 
Executively 
Released* 

345 

Conducted Oral 
Hearings 

7,903 

Oral Hearings 
Concluded 

5,380 

Oral Hearing 
Remain 

in Custody 

2,034 

Oral hearing 
Open 

720 

Oral Hearing 
Release 

2,626 

Active 
Caseload at 
end of year: 

March 2019 

8,605 

Deferred 

488 
Adjourned 

2,035 

Deferred and 
cancelled 

before 
the hearing 

1,458 

In 2018/19, the Parole Board progressed 3,636 prisoners to 
release or open. 

40 cases (1.1%) were referred to the Review Committee 
following a person being charged with a Serious Further 
Offence (SFO) following a Parole Board progression. 

*The decision to withdraw or executively release is made by the Secretary of State. This is not as a result of a 
Parole Board direction. 

*Some cases can have more than one oral hearing due to deferrals and adjournments. 

Annual Report and Accounts 2018/19 20 21 

Creative illustration of an 
organisation’s operations

Flow diagram showing the parole process by 
volume of cases and hearings at each stage.

1/ 7

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/818677/The_Parole_Board_for_England___Wales_Annual_Report_and_Accounts_2018-19.pdf
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2 Unilever 2018, 
(page 17)

OUR PARTNERS 
WE WORK WITH MANY PARTNERS TO SUPPORT THE 
SUSTAINABLE GROWTH OF OUR BUSINESS. 

ENGAGING STAKEHOLDERS 
We have many interactions with our stakeholders on a daily basis. 
Our Code of Business Principles and Code Policies guide how we 
interact with suppliers, customers, governments, Non-Governmental 
Organisations (NGOs) and trade associations in particular. Only 
authorised and appropriately trained employees or representatives can 
engage with these groups and we require that a record should be kept 
of all interactions and that all engagement must be conducted: in a 
transparent manner with honesty, integrity and openness; in compliance 
with laws and in accordance with Unilever’s values. Our website contains 
further disclosure on how we engage with our stakeholders. 

SUPPLIERS 
Our supply chain is very diverse and highly dynamic as we respond 
to changing consumer preferences, in line with our C4G programme. 
Our suppliers help us meet consumer needs by innovating, creating 
capacity and delivering quality materials and services for our products. 
We work with a large range of suppliers in over 160 countries – from 
multinational companies through to SMEs and smallholder farmers. 

We screen suppliers in relation to their supply chain capabilities 
and the level of associated environmental and social risk. Managing 
supplier risk is a key role of our Supply Chain function. All suppliers 
must complete our registration process to assess compliance with the 
mandatory requirements of our Responsible Sourcing Policy which 
includes anti-bribery and corruption. We conduct audits and follow 
up issues identified where necessary. 

Partner to Win is our approach to building long-term relationships 
with selected key strategic supplier partners in order to achieve 
mutual growth. It focuses on five key areas: quality and service, 
innovation, value, sustainability and capacity and capability. Partner 
to Win helps us strengthen supplier and customer collaboration 
and improves operational efficiency. In 2018, we had 175 Partner 
to Win suppliers, representing 35% of total procurement spend. 

We came first in the annual Gartner Supply Chain Top 25 for the third 
year running, emphasising our leading practices in the area of supply 
chain management, in particular on sustainability and digitalisation. 

CUSTOMERS 
In a fragmented channel landscape, those companies that best serve 
their shoppers and customers with bespoke solutions will benefit 
most. Unilever serves consumers through ten different channels: 
hyper and supermarkets, e-commerce, out of home, drug stores, 
small stores, discounters, Food Solutions, Unilever International, 
prestige channel and global retail. 

We serve around 26 million retail stores globally of which we cover 
eight million directly and another 18 million indirectly through 
wholesale and cash & carry. 

In 2018 we focused on developing our e-commerce channels, digitising 
our value chain to respond to the rapid fragmentation of traditional 
routes to market. We are actively driving B2C and B2B e-commerce 
in our top 30 markets. Our focus is to build a balanced e-commerce 
business model, growing across e-retailers, bricks and mortar 
online sales and direct-to-consumer businesses. In 2018 we signed 
a logistics partnership with JD.com, China's largest retailer. JD will 
help to bring our most popular products to the most hard-to-reach 
communities in China, securely and quickly. 

Health & Beauty channels have been an area of focus for Beauty 
& Personal Care. In Europe we have been increasing our presence 
and share with the discounter channel, which continues to see 
growth, contributing to top line growth for Unilever while delivering 
incremental gross profit. 

We are collaborating with hyper and supermarkets to win with 
omni-channel shoppers and evolve new experiential concepts with 
these large-scale retailers to ensure Unilever brands enjoy the best 
positioning in store and online. 

We continue to engage with small-scale retailers by professionalising 
their store operations through capability training. Our Rise Sales 
Academy is currently being piloted in Nigeria and Sri Lanka to deliver 
store operations retail training for micro retailers across the world. 
In turn, this will help contribute to our USLP target to improve the 
incomes of 5 million small-scale retailers in our distribution network. 

GOVERNMENTS 
We co-operate and engage with governments, regulators and 
legislators, both directly and through trade associations, in the 
development of proposed legislation and regulation which may affect 
our business interests. All employees involved in political engagement 
must comply with our Code of Business Principles and Code Policies. 
We do not support or fund political parties or candidates or any groups 
that promote party interests. 

Our participation in policy discussions is varied, covering macro topics 
such as climate change, nutrition and plastic packaging. We engage 
with government stakeholders directly or through membership of 
representative organisations, including trade associations. 

TRADE ASSOCIATIONS 
We are members of and support a number of trade associations 
and similar organisations which help us to advance our public policy 
interests. We keep a record of our trade association memberships 
and membership fees, which is regularly updated. We also engage 
with peer companies, both individually and in coalitions, on issues 
of mutual interest. This includes working together to implement 
sustainable business strategies and drive change. 

These associations reflect our global scale and presence across 
several product categories. We list our global memberships in the 
Engaging with stakeholders section on our website. We are registered 
in the Transparency Register of the European Union. Our US trade 
association memberships can be found on the FAQ section of the 
Unilever USA website. 

NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS 
We are building transformational partnerships in collaboration with 
NGOs who share our vision for a more sustainable future. These 
partnerships are instrumental in improving the quality of people’s 
lives, driving growth, achieving our USLP targets and contributing to 
the Sustainable Development Goals. 

In collaboration with NGOs, we build programmes on the ground to 
implement our brands’ purpose in addition to advancing our efforts in 
areas such as sustainable sourcing and distribution – often in partnership 
with governments and other businesses. We drive scale through new 
business models, digital technologies and external financing. 

Our leadership engages with stakeholders through platforms such as 
the World Economic Forum, UN Global Compact, the World Business 
Council for Sustainable Development and the Consumer Goods Forum, 
championing a more inclusive model of capitalism and the pursuit 
of long-term value creation for the benefit of multiple stakeholders. 
Partnerships with NGOs are crucial to deliver the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals (see page 15). 

17 Strategic ReportUnilever  Annual Report and Accounts 2018

Honest articulation of the type of stakeholder 
an organisation is looking for

2 / 7

Unilever makes a clear statement about the types 
of suppliers it wants to engage with, in order to 
support its sustainable growth.

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.unilever.com/Images/unilever-annual-report-and-accounts-2018_tcm244-534881_en.pdf
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3 Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust 
(GOSH) 2018-19, (page 12)

12 Annual Report and Accounts 2018 to 2019

Overview

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of the organisation, its purpose,  
the key risks to the achievement of its objectives and how it has performed during the year.

Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust 
(GOSH) is an acute paediatric provider of specialised and highly 
specialised treatment and care for children presenting with rare 
and complex diseases and conditions. This is why our vision, 
which sets our direction, is ‘helping children with complex health 
needs fulfil their potential’. Our mission is to put ‘the child first 
and always’, which is supported by our ‘Always Values’ –  
to be always welcoming, always helpful, always expert and  
always one team.

At GOSH we provide over 50 different specialist and sub-specialist 
paediatric health services. This is the widest range on any one site 
in the UK.

More than half of our patients are referred to us from outside 
London and a small proportion come from overseas.

We have a long tradition of clinical research, learning from our 
special position of treating some of the largest cohorts in the 
world of children with rare diseases. We host the UK’s only 
paediatric National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Biomedical 
Research Centre (BRC) in collaboration with University College 
London Great Ormond Street Institute of Child Health (ICH).

Together with our partner Higher Education Institutes,  
we train the largest number of paediatric nurses in the UK  
and play a leading role in training paediatric doctors and  
allied health professionals.

Our history

In 1852, Dr Charles West founded the Hospital for Sick Children 
in his terraced house on Great Ormond Street. It was the country’s 
first specialist medical institution for children, with just ten beds 
and two clinical staff.

With the generosity and foresight of early patrons such as Charles 
Dickens and J M Barrie, the hospital grew. Over the decades it 
has been at the leading edge of treatment and care of children, 
including pioneering paediatric cardiac surgery and treatment for 
childhood cancers.

Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children was authorised as an 
NHS Foundation Trust on 1 March 2012. Much has changed since 
1852, but GOSH remains at the forefront of paediatric medicine 
and research. Every day we do everything in our power to give 
seriously ill children the best chance to fulfil their potential.

GOSH 70 years ago

In July 2018, the nation celebrated the 70th birthday of the 
National Health Service (NHS). This landmark encouraged us all to 
reflect Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation 
Trust’s contribution to the central tenet of the NHS – that every 
citizen has the right to access healthcare free at the point of use. 

GOSH is proud to be part of the NHS and to play our role in 
developing the treatments of the future. Our staff, including 
researchers, clinicians, nurses and all the other professionals 
who contribute to providing the very best treatments for our 
patients, are already looking to the next 70 years of the NHS. 
Driving ground-breaking research that is pivotal in discovering 
new treatments, their pioneering work is giving hope to future 
generations of children across the UK with rare and often  
life-threatening conditions.

This shared endeavour is really something to be celebrated, so 
throughout this year’s annual report we have included some facts 
and pictures about life at GOSH for patients and staff 70 years ago.

Our structure in 2018/19

In 2018, we evaluated the way our clinical teams were working. 
The aim was to ensure that our operational structure best supports 
our vision to help children with the most complex health needs 
fulfil their potential.

A consultation was conducted with all staff across the Trust. After 
reviewing the responses, a new directorate leadership structure 
was introduced to improve the clarity of lines of accountability, 
reduce the gap between Trust leadership and front-line services, 
and create attractive leadership roles within the Trust. Eight 
directorates were established and, after consulting young people 
on potential names, these are:

In addition there are eight corporate areas – Clinical Operations, 
Corporate Affairs (including Communications), Development 
and Property Services, Medical, Nursing, Human Resources and 
Organisational Development, Research and Innovation,  
and Finance.

Brain

Medicines, 
Therapies 
and Tests

Body, Bones 
and Mind

International 
and Private 

Patients

Operations  
and Images

Blood, Cells  
and Cancer

Sight and Sound

Heat and Lung

Use of stakeholder 
consultation to rename the 
eight directorates to align with 
business operations.

Clear and transparent operating 
structure to support GOSH’s 
vision and improve lines 
of accountability.

Clear links between operational structure 
and vision

3 / 7

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/about-us/our-corporate-information/publications-and-reports/annual-reports
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/about-us/our-corporate-information/publications-and-reports/annual-reports
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THAMES TIDEWAY TUNNEL
The 25km tunnel beneath London, which 
has been dubbed the ‘super sewer’, will 
run from the Acton Storm Tanks in West 
London to the Lee Tunnel at Abbey Mills in 
East London, with most of the tunnel being 
under the River Thames. The flow from 
over 30 combined sewer overflows (CSOs) 
will be diverted from the sewerage network 
into the main tunnel, where it will continue 
to flow by gravity to the existing Lee 
Tunnel. From there it will run to the 
Tideway Pumping Station, to be pumped 
to Beckton sewage treatment works.

The main tunnel construction uses 
Tunnel Boring Machines (TBMs) in four 
drives from three main sites, Fulham in the 
West, Battersea in the Central section and 
Bermondsey in the East, with two additional 
connection tunnel-drive sites. Additional 
works will intercept the CSOs and connect 
them to the main tunnel.
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Who We Are & What We Do

We are committed to ensuring that our 
stakeholders are fully engaged in our work 
and that they are confident that their views 
will be listened to and taken into account. 

Our stakeholders include the residents 
and businesses based close to our 
construction sites; local councillors, MPs 
and Members of the London Assembly; 
and a range of organisations including 
local authorities, the Greater London 
Authority, the Environment Agency, the 
Department for Environment, Food and 
Rural Affairs (Defra), and the Port of 
London Authority. 

At a local level our engagement  
includes collaborative working with our 
MWCs to ensure that the communities  
we are working in are kept informed  
and up-to-date on the works taking  
place, progress being made and  
potential impacts.  

THE DELIVERY MODEL
The Thames Tideway Tunnel is being 
delivered using an innovative delivery 
model. The model was established to 
attract private sector capital to finance 
infrastructure and deliver value for money 
to customers. 

The delivery model includes a  
bespoke regulatory framework, including 
contingent Government Support Package, 
which recognises the unique nature of 
Tideway’s business. This framework 
provides a revenue stream during both  
the construction and operational periods. 
Revenues are billed and collected on  
our behalf by Thames Water from its 
wastewater customers and passed  
to Tideway.

For the period until 2030, our revenues 
are calculated according to the framework 
set out in our Licence, which is primarily 
based on a percentage return (2.497%)  
on the regulatory value of our Company 
(the Regulatory Capital Value or RCV). 
From 2030, we expect to be regulated  
in line with the rest of the water industry, 
with price control reviews every five years.

There are dedicated community relations 
teams in each of the three delivery areas, 
with Community Information Centres at 
the three main drive sites. These spaces 
allow us to engage with the community 
via informal drop-ins, formal meetings 
and presentations, school visits and 
employment opportunity workshops.  
Our site-based community relations team 
and 24-hour helpdesk mean that we are 
always accessible to our neighbours. 

In delivering a major infrastructure 
project across London we recognise the 
importance of engagement, transparency 
and trust. To support the project we have 
established a range of independent 
parties and roles for each of our primary 
groups of stakeholders outlined here. 
These include independent assessors  
of project information, independent 
Chairs for stakeholder groups and 
independent bodies for advice, 
complaints and compensation.

We engage with our other key 
stakeholders including local authorities 
and other consent granting bodies.  
The independently chaired Thames 
Tideway Tunnel Forum meets quarterly 
with attendees from local authorities  
and other statutory organisations. 

Consenting bodies and 
delivery partners

Key Government and regulatory 
stakeholders

Communities directly impacted 
by construction

Category

Ofwat

Environment Agency

Defra

Thames Water

 Greater London Authority

Local authorities

Port of London Authority

Transport for London

Marine Maritime Organisation

Historic England

Landowners and asset owners

Residents

Businesses/local services

Schools

Stakeholder

Regular Community 
Liaison Working Group meetings

Letter drops about works

Quarterly newsletters

Community Information Centres

Dedicated web pages  
and other communications

Quarterly Thames Tideway  
Tunnel Forum

Bilateral meetings

Annual stakeholder survey

Quarterly Liaison  
Committee meeting  

(including Thames Water)

Channel

Independent Chairman  
of Tideway Reporting Group,  
a group set up to oversee stakeholder 
reporting. It also oversees the ICP and 
ICC.

Independent Chairman for TTT 
Forum.

Independent services available to 
support stakeholders, which include:
Independent Advisory Service (IAS):  
Offers independent help and support  
to stakeholders living and working 
close to our construction sites.

Independent Compensation 
Panel (ICP): Oversees and determines 
claims made under any of the non-
statutory compensation policies.

Independent Complaints 
Commissioner (ICC): Assists 
stakeholders who are not satisfied with 
the ICP’s response regarding a claim.

Independent Technical  
Assessor (ITA): The ITA reviews 
Tideway and Thames Water 
reporting to the Liaison Committee.

Independent roles and assurance

ENGAGING WITH OUR EXTERNAL PARTNERS

Engaging with our stakeholders is a critical part of 
our work to construct the tunnel to deliver a cleaner, 
healthier River Thames.
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4 Tideway (Bazalgette Tunnel Limited) 2018-19, 
(pages 13 and 14)

Engaging infographic to illustrate 
the extent of the Thames Tideway 
Tunnel route through London.

Tideway transparently explains the delivery model 
being used and the reasons behind it (for example, 
to attract private sector capital for finance).

An infographic with key facts and figures shows 
progress to date on an organisation’s main project

4 / 7

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.tideway.london/media/3326/tideway-ar18-19_d_full_web.pdf
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5 The Crown Estate 2018-19, 
(pages 29–34)

Innovative method used to measure 
operational impacts

5 / 7

Performance
Operations review continued

Natural resources
The responsible long-term management of 
natural resources is integral to our business 
resilience. We monitor ourselves, in part, 
through what we are doing to meet our 
Aspirations 2030: climate-proof business, 
healthy places and habitats, and 
super-efficiency (see left). Within these, 
we are working towards a number of targets 
which are aligned to the United Nations’ 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
More detail can be found online at: 
thecrownestate.co.uk/performance- 
against-capitals

In April 2019, we relaunched our 
Development Sustainability Principles 
(DSPs) to reflect changing and emerging 
sustainability considerations. Our principles 
establish new ambitions around the durability 
of our assets, operational efficiency, 
delivery of positive community impacts 
and enhanced customer experience. 

This third version of our DSPs will challenge 
us and our supply chain to deliver 
ever-stronger sustainability outcomes 
throughout the design, construction and 
decision-making process of all our real 
estate developments. 

More information on our DSPs can be 
found online at: thecrownestate.co.uk/
development-sustainability-principles

This year, we became one of seven pioneers 
of the Design for Performance project, 
an industry initiative aiming to change 
the design of new office developments 
to enhance energy efficiency. 

We also enjoyed another year of progress 
tracking against the Global Real Estate 
Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB), 
maintaining our ‘Green Star’ ratings across 
all our portfolios, with improvements across 
all scores. Our Regional portfolio performed 
the strongest, achieving a score of 84/100, 
up from 77/100 last year, and was awarded 
the full five-star rating from GRESB. 

Healthy places and habitats

Across our portfolio we aim to create 
destinations which our customers, people 
and communities can enjoy, and places 
where they can benefit from the relationship 
between nature and the built environment.

As part of our biodiversity masterplan for the 
West End, we have continued our support 
for Wild West End. This brings together 
neighbouring landowners in central London 
to create new green spaces within the 
West End to support biodiversity, improve air 
quality and enhance urban cooling. To date 
we have created a total of 36,000 sq ft of 
additional green space and remain on track 
to achieve our target of at least 54,000 sq ft 
by 2022. As part of Wild West End, our 
allotment gardens on Regent Street have 
flourished, now tended by 48 gardeners 
from our retail and office customers. 

Finally, at Windsor, we were delighted 
this year to receive the confirmation from 
Natural England that 100% of our SSSIs 
are  now in a ‘favourable’ condition, 
the highest rating achievable.

Super-efficiency

We are a member of the Ellen MacArthur 
Foundation and look to apply circular 
economy principles, implementing 
restorative and regenerative activities across 
our business and supply chain. This year 
we became the programme partner of the 
UK Green Building Council’s dedicated 
circular economy workstream to consider 
how we can lead and drive the industry 
in the circular economy.

Of our operational waste, 100% was 
diverted from landfill and 54% was recycled 
against a target of 85% by 2022/23. Of our 
construction waste, 89% was diverted 
from landfill.

Climate-proof business 

We have been working to identify our climate 
change risks and opportunities, both to 
assess the impact on the future resilience 
of our business and in order to start 
disclosing on this, as recommended by the 
Taskforce on Climate Financial Disclosure 
(TCFD). See page 40 for more information.

Our energy consumption and carbon 
emission data is reported opposite and we 
are working to develop tighter targets in line 
with the Science-Based Targets initiative 
(SBTi). Our aim is to reduce our absolute 
energy consumption, and we are reviewing 
our energy trajectory to ensure that we 
achieve significant reductions over the 
coming years. More details of energy-saving 
measures taken over the past year can 
be found online at: thecrownestate.co.uk/
performance-against-capitals

Impact

Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

18,416 tCO2e
tonnes of CO2e emitted (Scopes 1 and 2) 
(2017/18: 20,205 tCO2e)

Impact of GHG emissions

-£444,367
Related to the negative impacts and associated  
social costs resulting from increased concentrations 
of atmospheric GHGs 
(2017/18: -£482,000)

 See thecrownestate.co.uk/total-contribution

Our Aspirations 2030

We are working towards our ambitious  
sustainability Aspirations 2030, which will  
help future-proof our business:

Climate-proof business 
To be climate resilient by 2030, with portfolio 
decarbonisation and effective climate change 
adaptation in place.

Healthy places and habitats 
By 2030, to be creating healthy places where 
our customers, employees, communities and 
natural habitats can thrive.

Super-efficiency 
By 2030, we will have closed the waste loop 
using circular economy principles.
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We are also facilitating engagement between 
our community of customers, creating 
opportunities for them to work together, 
and with us. This year, with our office and 
retail customers, we curated free networking 
events and seminars on subjects including 
waste reduction and sustainability. 

We are pleased to report an improved 
customer satisfaction rating across the 
business, up from 78% last year to 80.6%, 
reflecting the proportion of our customers 
who are either satisfied or highly satisfied. 
Our Rural team delivered the highest level 
of customer satisfaction at 88%.

We also measure our Net Promoter Score 
(NPS), which tracks the loyalty that exists 
between provider and customer. Our overall 
score is now 39, increasing from 31.5 last 
year. This again places us far ahead of the 
Institute of Customer Service UK benchmark, 
with an average NPS of 22.4. Again, our rural 
team made the most significant improvement 
this year, with a score of 51.3, as a result 
of its proactive approach to strengthening 
customer relationships.

Communities 

Our diverse portfolio of assets means 
we have an incredibly broad range of local 
stakeholders and communities. This year, 
we brought all our community activities 
under a central team, to work across the 
business maximising our impact and value to 
the people and places in which we operate.

Last year we invested over £400,000 
(including £90,000 in management time) 
in community and stewardship initiatives. 
This included our continued funding 
of ReStart, a three-year employment 
and training programme delivered with 
Cross River Partnership, to support those 
at risk of homelessness back into work. 
This Westminster-focused initiative has 
helped 68 people into jobs and supported 
many more to enter the workplace. 
The ReStart initiative came to an end 
on 31 March 2019. We are now working 
with Westminster City Council to build 
on its success and continue connecting 
our customers with their communities 
through local recruitment and training.

Our Recruit Regional initiative continued 
in partnership with the Department for 
Work and Pensions. It has supported 
new customers at Fosse Park and 
Rushden Lakes ahead of their store 
openings, connecting them with local 
jobseekers who are provided with 
interview practice and CV workshops.

Stakeholder engagement 

This year we engaged with elected 
representatives from over 100 different 
constituencies, reflecting the breadth 
of our portfolio and the range of sectors 
in which we operate. For example, we 
engaged with MPs in Parliament and 
with Assembly Members at the National 
Assembly for Wales on offshore wind 
leasing. Elected representatives were 
able to ask questions about our activities, 
and understand how we had considered 
shipping, fisheries and other seabed users 
in our plans.

Responsible business

We have continued to consider the impact 
we have on the environment, communities, 
customers, employees and suppliers. 
This has seen us establish a Responsible 
Business working group to begin to draw 
together the breadth of our activities in this 
space. To support us we have broadened 
our external engagement with leading 
academics, peers, customers and political 
thinkers. This will help us establish greater 
clarity of purpose and ambition in the 
year ahead.

We continually review and monitor the 
effectiveness of our policies, processes 
and governance. We carry out regular 
training and stress testing of our processes 
and this is supported by our business 
continuity plans, crisis management and 
operational procedures at an asset level.

We work closely with our managing agents 
and other parts of our supply chain to 
ensure our processes are aligned. This year, 
we have strengthened our engagement with 
external partners on security-related issues, 
including the New West End Company, 
Heart of London, the Metropolitan Police, 
and other landowners, through the 
West End Security Group. 

Impact

Employment placements

154
unemployed people placed into employment 
through our Recruit Regional programme 
(2017/18: 170)

Impact of employment placements

£5.5m
Related to the positive impacts and associated  
social benefits of placing an unemployed individual 
into employment in terms of their income received 
and reduced support from the state 
(2017/18: £6m)

 See thecrownestate.co.uk/total-contribution
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The Crown Estate has developed a 
method for measuring positive and 
negative operational impacts called 
Total Contribution.

The future of Total Contribution 
is for this method to be fully 
integrated into asset and investment 
management decision-making.

Each of the Crown Estate’s 
main operations has an impact 
box highlighting both positive 
and negative impact from its 
performance in-year, with direct 
comparisons to the prior year.

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/3189/22668_the-crown-estate_ar_2019-interactive.pdfhttp://
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Area of focus 2018 
achieved

2019 
targets

20201  
targets

UN Sustainable 
Development Goals

Helping Britain get a home 
Amount of lending committed to help people buy their first home

£12.4bn £10bn £30bn
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Helping people save for the future 
Growth in assets that we hold on behalf of customers in retirement  
and investment products

£7.4bn £32bn2 £50bn
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Supporting businesses to start up and grow
Increased amount of net lending to start-up, SME and  
Mid Market businesses

£3bn £5bn2 £6bn
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Building capability and digital skills 
Number of individuals, SMEs and charities trained in digital skills,  
including internet banking

700,232 600,000 1.8m
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Tackling social disadvantage across Britain
Number of charities we support as a result of our £100m 
commitment to the Group’s independent charitable Foundations

3,113 2,500 2,500
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Championing Britain’s diversity 
Percentage of senior roles held by women

35.3% 36.7% 40%
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Percentage of roles held by Black, Asian and Minority 
Ethnic colleagues

9.5% 9.7% 10%

Percentage of senior roles held by Black, Asian and Minority  
Ethnic colleagues 

6.4% 7.2% 8%

Helping the transition to a sustainable low carbon 
economy 
Average number of homes that could be powered as a result  
of our support of UK renewable energy projects 

2.6m 3.5m2 5m
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Responsible Business  
Helping Britain Prosper Plan
As part of Helping Britain Prosper, we believe we have a responsibility to help 
address some of the social, economic and environmental challenges that the  
UK faces. We manage this through our Helping Britain Prosper Plan.

Launched in 2014 and revised annually, the 
Plan focuses on the areas in which we can 
make the biggest difference. 

In 2018 we set specific targets aligned to our  
3 year strategy. It continues to unite and 
inspire our colleagues and for 2019, we have 
included a specific sustainability metric, 
alongside the six existing priority metrics, 
highlighted in bold below.

HELPING BRITAIN PROSPER PLAN 2019

As a UK focused retail and 
commercial financial services 
company, we recognise our 
responsibility to help address the 
economic, social and environmental 
challenges that the UK faces. We 
remain fully committed to Helping 
Britain Prosper.

António Horta-Osório 
Group Chief Executive

visit lloydsbankinggroup.com/
prosperplan

1 Figures are all cumulative excluding tackling social disadvantage across Britain and championing Britain's diversity.

2 Figures are cumulative from 2018.

6 Lloyds Banking Group 2018, 
(page 20)

Concise infographic highlighting 
forward-looking targets for 
each of Lloyd’s main focus 
areas with clear reference to the 
UN Sustainable Development Goal. 
This demonstrates that Lloyds 
thinks about the wider implications 
of how its purpose is helping 
to achieve a wider goal.

Forward-looking targets clearly linked to 
strategic priorities, vision and objectives

6 / 7

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.lloydsbankinggroup.com/globalassets/documents/investors/2018/2018_lbg_annual_report_v2.pdf
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12

Group Strategic Report

Alignment of Purpose and Strategy 

Marshall

Marshall Aerospace
and Defence Group

Marshall  
Group Properties

Marshall Ventures

Making Cambridge a better place

Creating long term value

Serve our customers in a way that no one else can

We are committed to
generating further
interest in engineering for
today’s young people,
developing employability
skills and providing the
required training for them
to excel in the aerospace
industry in the future.

We will deliver our current
business and invest
across MADG 
to  become fit for the
future, a profitable and
sustainable business
operating effectively in
the global marketplace.

We will continue to
employ highly talented
teams who provide
outstanding service to
our customers,
delivering a range of
projects and programmes
tailored to them.

Our property
developments will
provide vibrant
extensions to the city
and significant space
for new communities to
flourish and succeed.

We will optimise the
value of our land
assets, creating a fitting
legacy for the group
with the associated
value generated,
supporting the business
for future generations.

We will develop unique
additions to the city to
benefit the local
community and invest
in our property assets
to generate state-of-
the-art facilities.

Cambridge continues to 
be a dynamic marketplace
to invest in; our two
investment vehicles
demonstrate our ongoing
commitment to the city,
creating jobs and securing
the future of local
businesses.

Marshall Motor Holdings plc,
Martlet, MarQuity and
Marshall Fleet Solutions 
will continue to pursue
strategic growth both
organically and through
targeted acquisitions to
create long term value for
their shareholders.

We will develop an 
already dynamic 
business, promoting 
strong customer
engagement and
improving our position 
in our chosen markets.

7/ 7

7 Marshall of Cambridge (Holdings) Limited 2018, 
(page 12)

Marshall of Cambridge Holdings 
is clearly demonstrating that 
it is considering its wider 
societal impact.

This is clearly linked to its corporate 
strategy, one of which being to 
“make Cambridge a better place”.

Consideration of an organisation’s 
wider impact on society

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.marshallgroup.co.uk/media/uploads/files/2018_RA_Low_Res_all_170419_1.pdf
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GOVERNANCE

Great Ormond Street 

Hospital Children's Charity

Annual Report and Financial Statements 

2018/19

Frank and honest presentation 
of negative statistics

What did we look for?

• Clear narrative explaining the governance structure and tone at the top

• Transparent information about how the Board works effectively to govern the organisation

• Frank and honest assessment of discussions and decisions made

Fair and balanced 
summaries of Board and 
committee discussions

Annual Report 

& Accounts:

2018–2019

HC 2393

1

5

2018-19
Annual Report and Accounts

Clear diagram depicting 
interaction lines 
between committees 

The Crown Estate 

Integrated Annual Report  

and Accounts 2018/19

Brilliant places for  

our customers

Transparent descriptions of 
the activities of each of the 
main committees with clear 
action points

2

6

CZARNIKOW ANNUAL REVIEW 2018  |  1

Annual Review 2018

A start-up 

with a track 

record…

User-friendly description 
of the stakeholder 
engagement process

3

The Crown Estate 

Integrated Annual Report  

and Accounts 2018/19

Brilliant places for  

our customers

Approach to managing 
relationships with different 
categories of stakeholders

4

http://www.nao.org.uk
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1 Foreign & Commonwealth Office 2018-19, 
(page 89)

C. Senior Appointments Board

Membership
PUS, Chief Operating Officer, DG Political, DG Consular and Security, DG Global Britain, DG EU Exit, Assistant Private 
Secretary to the Deputy National Security Adviser (Conflict, Stability and Defence), HR Director, Gaenor Bagley (Non-
Executive Board Member), with PPS/Foreign Secretary as an observer.

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

The Senior Appointments Board considered appointments at SMS2 and above, weighing up candidates’ experience 
and expertise and their performance against SMS competences. The Board also considered issues affecting senior 
appointments such as the diversity of appointments and the grading of roles.

Frequency of meetings Monthly (except August)

D. Audit & Risk Assurance Committee

Membership
Warren Tucker, Chairman Non-Executive Member of Management Board; Ann Cormack, Non-Executive Member; and 
Simon O’Regan, Non-Executive Member.

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

Evaluation of strategic processes for risk, control and governance, challenging the effectiveness of existing systems 
through the targeting of potential weaknesses. Review of risks through risk register reviews and mitigation plans 
surrounding Information Risk (including GDPR), Cyber Security, Commercial, Health and Safety, Programme, HR 
Resources and Estates and Security. Analysis of planned activity and results of both internal and external audit 
services, including assurance mapping and the outcome of fraud investigations. Consideration of FCO accounting 
policies and resource accounts prior to PUS signature. Regular effectiveness reviews of the Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee are conducted, using the NAO checklist, and action is taken to address any matters arising.

Frequency of meetings Five times during the financial year.

E. Investment, Infrastructure & Operations Committee

Membership
Chief Operating Officer (Chair), DG Operations Directors, Regional Directors, Consular Director, Heads of Mission, 
Overseas Staff.

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

The FCO’s Global Asset Management Plan, including addressing health and safety issues across the network and 
other estate related investment decisions exceeding £5million in value, including the new Bangkok residence and 
office. Oversight of the FCO’s IT portfolio, with a focus on the ECHO 2 programme, providing advice to the FCO 
Board, and other IT investment decisions exceeding £5million in value. The Committee signed off on physical security 
guarding contracts overseas and the procurement of armoured vehicles. CSSF and Prosperity Fund programme spend 
over £5million including projects in Syria, Jordan and China.

Frequency of meetings Fortnightly

F. Health & Safety Committee

Membership

ExCo members, Head of International HR Department (Human Resources Directorate), Director Consular, Director 
Estates and Security, Head of Security and Departmental Security Officer (Estates and Security Directorate), Head of 
Talent and Capability Department (Human Resources Directorate), Health and Safety Manager (Human Resources 
Directorate).

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

The review of property standards and follow up after the Overseas Fire Safety Group’s review of the FCO’s estates 
portfolio in the wake of Grenfell. Wellbeing, including SMS attendance at the Wellbeing Confident training workshop, 
ACCA statements and establishing good practice in construction.

Frequency of meetings Twice a year

G. One HMG Overseas Network Board

Membership
FCO Chief Operating Officer (Chair) and representatives from the Department for International Development, Ministry 
of Defence, Department for International Trade, Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs, British Council, National Crime 
Agency, Home Office, Her Majesty’s Treasury and Cabinet Office.

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

Re-focused the Network Board to play a more strategic role around Global Network Uplift and corporate contingency 
planning for No Deal Brexit. Set the direction of the functional boards—International People, International Estates 
and Security, International Procurement, Chief Information Officers, Finance and the Steering Group and held them 
to account. Ensured continued close collaboration with the Expertise and Platform pillars of the Diplomacy 20:20 
Programme in particular the Corporate Capability Programme and change control process.

Frequency of meetings Quarterly

H. Policy Programme Portfolio Board
Membership ExCo members

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

The Policy Programme Portfolio Board met in June, November and March. It provided strategic direction for the policy 
programme overall; discussed the risks facing FCO-led Prosperity Fund programmes; agreed how to strengthen senior 
oversight and accountability; reviewed results and impact to date and the balance of risk and results; discussed key 
amber rated programmes in greater depth; and, decided how to strengthen FCO project delivery capacity.

Frequency of meetings Three times a year

  89

C. Senior Appointments Board

Membership
PUS, Chief Operating Officer, DG Political, DG Consular and Security, DG Global Britain, DG EU Exit, Assistant Private 
Secretary to the Deputy National Security Adviser (Conflict, Stability and Defence), HR Director, Gaenor Bagley (Non-
Executive Board Member), with PPS/Foreign Secretary as an observer.

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

The Senior Appointments Board considered appointments at SMS2 and above, weighing up candidates’ experience 
and expertise and their performance against SMS competences. The Board also considered issues affecting senior 
appointments such as the diversity of appointments and the grading of roles.

Frequency of meetings Monthly (except August)

D. Audit & Risk Assurance Committee

Membership
Warren Tucker, Chairman Non-Executive Member of Management Board; Ann Cormack, Non-Executive Member; and 
Simon O’Regan, Non-Executive Member.

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

Evaluation of strategic processes for risk, control and governance, challenging the effectiveness of existing systems 
through the targeting of potential weaknesses. Review of risks through risk register reviews and mitigation plans 
surrounding Information Risk (including GDPR), Cyber Security, Commercial, Health and Safety, Programme, HR 
Resources and Estates and Security. Analysis of planned activity and results of both internal and external audit 
services, including assurance mapping and the outcome of fraud investigations. Consideration of FCO accounting 
policies and resource accounts prior to PUS signature. Regular effectiveness reviews of the Audit & Risk Assurance 
Committee are conducted, using the NAO checklist, and action is taken to address any matters arising.

Frequency of meetings Five times during the financial year.

E. Investment, Infrastructure & Operations Committee

Membership
Chief Operating Officer (Chair), DG Operations Directors, Regional Directors, Consular Director, Heads of Mission, 
Overseas Staff.

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

The FCO’s Global Asset Management Plan, including addressing health and safety issues across the network and 
other estate related investment decisions exceeding £5million in value, including the new Bangkok residence and 
office. Oversight of the FCO’s IT portfolio, with a focus on the ECHO 2 programme, providing advice to the FCO 
Board, and other IT investment decisions exceeding £5million in value. The Committee signed off on physical security 
guarding contracts overseas and the procurement of armoured vehicles. CSSF and Prosperity Fund programme spend 
over £5million including projects in Syria, Jordan and China.

Frequency of meetings Fortnightly

F. Health & Safety Committee

Membership

ExCo members, Head of International HR Department (Human Resources Directorate), Director Consular, Director 
Estates and Security, Head of Security and Departmental Security Officer (Estates and Security Directorate), Head of 
Talent and Capability Department (Human Resources Directorate), Health and Safety Manager (Human Resources 
Directorate).

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

The review of property standards and follow up after the Overseas Fire Safety Group’s review of the FCO’s estates 
portfolio in the wake of Grenfell. Wellbeing, including SMS attendance at the Wellbeing Confident training workshop, 
ACCA statements and establishing good practice in construction.

Frequency of meetings Twice a year

G. One HMG Overseas Network Board

Membership
FCO Chief Operating Officer (Chair) and representatives from the Department for International Development, Ministry 
of Defence, Department for International Trade, Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs, British Council, National Crime 
Agency, Home Office, Her Majesty’s Treasury and Cabinet Office.

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

Re-focused the Network Board to play a more strategic role around Global Network Uplift and corporate contingency 
planning for No Deal Brexit. Set the direction of the functional boards—International People, International Estates 
and Security, International Procurement, Chief Information Officers, Finance and the Steering Group and held them 
to account. Ensured continued close collaboration with the Expertise and Platform pillars of the Diplomacy 20:20 
Programme in particular the Corporate Capability Programme and change control process.

Frequency of meetings Quarterly

H. Policy Programme Portfolio Board
Membership ExCo members

Summary of Discussions 
during 2018-19

The Policy Programme Portfolio Board met in June, November and March. It provided strategic direction for the policy 
programme overall; discussed the risks facing FCO-led Prosperity Fund programmes; agreed how to strengthen senior 
oversight and accountability; reviewed results and impact to date and the balance of risk and results; discussed key 
amber rated programmes in greater depth; and, decided how to strengthen FCO project delivery capacity.

Frequency of meetings Three times a year
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Fair and balanced summaries of Board 
and committee discussions

1/6

Concise summaries of discussions held 
by each Board promote accountability 
and transparency to the reader.

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/816249/fco-annual-report-2018-2019.pdf
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HM Revenue & Customs 2018-19, 
(page 74)

74    HM Revenue and Customs - Annual Report and Accounts 2018-19

Our governance structure
HMRC has a two layered system of governance:

• HMRC Board
• HMRC Executive Committee.

This framework enables our Executive Committee (ExCom) to undertake effective and transparent decision-making 
and provides appropriate challenge and assurance by our Non-Executives.

Figure 10: HMRC committee structure as at 31 March 2019

How we are managed and scrutinised

* Highlighted committees are new for 2018-19

Oversees the department’s performance  
and transformation, both in terms of immediate 

and future objectives

Executive Committee HMRC Board

ExCom sub-committees *

Provides challenge and advice on HMRC strategy, 
performance and capability

Board sub-committees*

Strategy and Design Committee
Ensure HMRC is on track strategically  

and that we have the right business and 
operating model in place to deliver, develop  

and agree strategy and design

Organisational Capabilities Committee
Ensure HMRC has the required 

capabilities to fulfil our  
strategic ambitions

Strategic Performance  
and Resources Committee

Ensure that performance is on track relative  
to the five year Business Plan and decide  

on the prioritisation of investment resources

People and Nominations Committee
Provides advice and scrutiny on 

nominations, succession planning, 
leadership and HR strategy

Audit and Risk Committee
Provides assurance and scrutiny on financial 

control, risk and governance

Customer Experience Committee
Provides challenge and support on 

customer experience related issues and 
monitors departmental performance 

against ‘Your Charter’

Oversees the development and delivery of the 
department’s work programme to support  

the UK’s exit from the EU

Executive Committee (Brexit)

Clear diagram depicting interaction lines 
between committees 

2 /6

Clearly outlines 
the structure of the 
committee, including 
communication lines 
and brief description 
of responsibilities.

2

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/818222/HMRC_Annual_Report_and_Accounts_2018-19__web_.pdf/
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Czarnikow 2018, 
(page 17)

CZARNIKOW ANNUAL REVIEW 2018  |  17

PROMOTING THE SUCCESS OF OUR GROUP THROUGH STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

KEY STAKEHOLDERS FOSTERING RELATIONSHIPS CREATING LONG-TERM VALUE EXPECTATIONS
CLIENTS >   Daily interaction with clients on 

trading floor
>   Weekly strategy planning meetings 

with Czarnikow’s Trading Directors
>   Close working relationship with  

procurement teams (industrial clients)
>   Interaction with farmers through VIVE 

programme

>   Optimising price, logistics and 
financing

>   Providing innovative procurement 
solutions 

>   Promoting ethical and sustainable 
supply chains

>   Reducing environmental impact
>   Reducing overall supply chain risks

>   Deeper understanding of client 
business to provide more 
added-value solutions

>   Further cost optimisation
>   Bespoke knowledge-sharing

EMPLOYEES >   Team and line managers
>  Open-door policy
>  Employee intranet
>  Appraisals
>   Formal and informal strategy  

updates

>   Creating a more exciting workplace, 
including benefits and culture

>   Improving recruitment, retention and 
rewards

>   Promoting efficiencies and 
innovation through teamwork and 
communication

>  Improved training courses
>   Further investment in the 

workplace
>  Greater diversity and inclusion

SHAREHOLDERS AND 
BANKING PARTNERS

>   Quarterly CCL Board meetings  
(parent company)

>   Annual roadshow with current/ 
new partners alongside ad hoc  
calls/meetings

>   Shared understanding of and support 
for long-term aspirations

>   Ensuring a financial platform to  
support growth plans and  
opportunities

>   ROCE improvements
>   Transparent, reliable and 

timely information
>   Meeting other agreed targets

LOCAL COMMUNITIES  
AND GOVERNMENTS

>   Country teams
>   Direct employee engagement in 

charity/volunteering initiatives

>   Goodwill through local job creation 
and charity support

>   Timely tax returns and payments

>   Knowledge of local 
jurisdictions

>   Economic development

ENVIRONMENT >   Employee schemes/initiatives  
to minimise direct impact

>   Clients and logistics partners to 
promote operational efficiencies,  
and through our sustainability 
programme VIVE

>  In-house awareness and impact 
reduction

>  Optimising transportation/shipping 
routes to maximise cargo efficiencies 
and reduce fuel usage

>  Reducing environmental impact 
through VIVE

>   Lower emissions and zero 
waste to landfill

>  Evaluation of alternative  
energy sources

> Robust monitoring

We strengthen our 
business model through 
stakeholder engagement 
to improve decision-
making, and targeted 
investment to reinforce 
our core strengths.

KEY BUSINESS RELATIONSHIPS
In the table below we summarise how we 
engage with key stakeholders to share and 
establish a mutual understanding of our 
long-term business expectations. This 
engagement helps us to promote the 
long-term success of our business and 
make more effective decisions. We use 
formal and informal communication 
channels to engage with our stakeholders 
throughout the year.

CORE STRENGTHS
Our focus on added-value services is 
already pulling us away from more 
‘traditional’ business models. However, we 
continue to operate in a very competitive 
arena and, as we expand our business, it is 
imperative that we do not lose sight of the 
strengths that already set us apart. As part 
of last year’s Vision and Strategy work we 
identified the skills we need to develop our 
business model for the long term and to 
differentiate ourselves further in the 
marketplace:
>   Client service: expanding our range of 

bespoke services to establish ourselves 
as the service provider of choice

>   Supply chain: managing and influencing 
the most sustainable, cost-effective, and 
efficient movement of products across 
our supply chains

>   Risk management: further functional 
emphasis as we broaden and deepen 
our client relationships and venture into 
new areas

>   Finance: investment in financial 
training, enhanced by IT capabilities 

>   Technology: ongoing investment in 
leading-edge systems, while maintaining 
flexibility

>   Sustainability: strengthening our 
leadership role in ethical and 
sustainable supply chain management, 
which acts as a commercial 
differentiator.

  Creating an exciting place to work, P10-11   Decision-making, P43

Concise explanation for the 
reader to understand how 
Czarnikow engages with 
its stakeholders, and how 
successful engagement 
contributes to the success 
of its company.

User-friendly description of the stakeholder 
engagement process

3 /6

3

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.czarnikow.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Czarnikow-Annual-Review-2018.pdf
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The Crown Estate 2018-19, 
(page 59)

Approach to managing relationships with 
different categories of stakeholders

4 /6

Our suppliersOur people

Our approach  
to engagement
An open and transparent relationship with 
our constitutional stakeholders and our wider 
stakeholders is an important part of our governance, 
building trust and excellence in our delivery.

The Treasury
The Crown Estate meets regularly with the Treasury 
to discuss the delivery of The Crown Estate’s 
mandate and also engages with the Minister 
responsible for The Crown Estate.

The Sovereign
The Chief Executive and Chairman meet with 
Her Majesty the Queen once each year to report 
on the performance of The Crown Estate.

Our customers
We work with our customers every day, but also 
engage by convening industry events and providing 
independent routes for feedback and complaints.

Our people
We engage through many channels, providing 
a voice for our staff that covers everything from 
all-staff town-hall sessions to anonymous surveying, 
and a whistleblowing hotline.

Statutory bodies
We foster open and transparent relationships 
with statutory bodies, from the Marine 
Management Organisation to local authorities 
and central Government.

Communities
Our places serve a broad range of communities from 
local residents and businesses to The Wildlife Trusts, 
marine interest groups and heritage groups. We engage 
with those communities to understand the issues that 
matter to them and how we can shape our work to 
deliver better outcomes for everyone.

Our suppliers
From cross-organisation collaboration within panel 
arrangements to transparent feedback on arm’s-length 
transactional activity, we are striving to create lasting 
partnerships with our suppliers.

CommunitiesStatutory bodies

The Sovereign Our customersThe Treasury
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59The Crown Estate 
Integrated Annual Report 2018/19

The Crown Estate shows 
a clear commitment 
to engaging with its 
various stakeholders. 
The narrative explains 
the Crown Estate’s 
approach for engaging 
with each one to 
promote an open and 
transparent relationship.

4

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/3189/22668_the-crown-estate_ar_2019-interactive.pdf
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Great Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH) Children’s Charity 2018-19, 
(page 89)

Frank and honest presentation 
of negative statistics

5 /6

Code of Fundraising Practice
We are always conscious of how important it 
is to maintain the trust of our donors. We know 
it matters to people not just how we spend 
their money, but also how we raise funds.

We are registered with the Fundraising Regulator 
and review our fundraising activity on a regular 
basis to ensure we remain in compliance with 
the Code of Fundraising Practice. We also hold 
membership with the Institute of Fundraising and 
the National Council for Voluntary Organisations.

The Fundraising Preference Service (FPS) was set 
up during 2017 by the Fundraising Regulator to 
provide individuals with a way to stop charities 
contacting them. During the year to 31 March 2019, 
we received 86 requests from individuals who 
no longer wished to receive our communications 
through the FPS, compared with 164 from 
launch of the FPS to 31 March 2018. The charity 
actioned all the requests received promptly.

Supporter Commitment
We have continued to uphold our Supporter 
Commitment and our promise to always strive 
for sector-leading standards in fundraising 
practice. Our key pledges to our supporters as 
set out in our Supporter Commitment are:

• we will treat you with respect

• we will be honest and open

• we will commit to high standards

• we will let you know the difference 
your donation is making

• we will communicate with you 
based on your wishes

• we will not pass on your data

• we will take complaints seriously

The full Supporter Commitment is 
published on our website.

Treating people fairly
We recognise that every individual is unique in 
their background, experience and circumstance 
and every interaction between the charity and 
members of the public is different. We continue to 
require all our staff, volunteers, agencies and other 
third parties working on our behalf to help protect 
those who may be vulnerable or be in a vulnerable 
circumstance.

Our ‘Treating People Fairly’ policy includes 
guidance on how to identify indicators that an 
individual may require additional care or support 
to make an informed decision, and to assess 
whether it is appropriate to accept a donation 
or continue a conversation. This supports our 
commitment to make fundraising a positive 
experience for everyone.

Modern Slavery and  
Human Trafficking 
We understand and recognise that slavery and 
human trafficking are causes for increasing 
concern throughout the world. This is especially 
relevant and worrying to us when this impacts 
the lives and wellbeing of children. As a result, 
it is important that we never find ourselves in 
a position where we are directly or indirectly 
facilitating slavery or human trafficking.

We take a zero-tolerance approach to slavery and 
human trafficking, and are resolute to identify 
and eliminate this, or any elements of it, within our 
activities and supply chain.

Our full Modern Slavery Statement can be found 
on our website.

We are committed to making all our staff aware 
of the organisation’s views in relation to slavery 
and human trafficking. The policies we have 
in place providing guidance on areas such as 
whistleblowing, procurement and safeguarding 
are in the process of being reviewed and updated 
to ensure they address the modern slavery risk. 

In addition, our policies are often provided to our 
suppliers on the basis that if we engage a supplier, 
it is expected that they, their employees and 
anyone they engage with, should comply with the 
principles set by the charity family.

We are committed to continually developing and 
improving our Modern Slavery Statement and the 
protections in place, and will annually release an 
updated version of our statement, to reflect our 
progress and set aims for the future.

Complaints
We sincerely regret that supporters and the 
general public occasionally have the need to  
raise complaints. 

For the year 2018/19, we received a total of 519 
complaints compared to 605 in the previous year. 
The 2017/18 figures, however, were impacted by 
the concerns raised relating to the Presidents 
Club Charity and during 2018/19 a further 10 
complaints related to this incident were received. 
Excluding Presidents Club Charity complaints, we 
saw an increase in complaint numbers on the 
previous year’s figures (509 in 2018/19 compared 
to 296 in 2017/18). This was principally as a result 
of delays in thank you letters being issued over 
a two month period due to processing issues 

and staff shortages, which have since been 
resolved. An increase in activity of our Direct 
Marketing Private Site channels also contributed 
to the increased number of complaints. Our 
monitoring of complaints and across the 
sector in general, indicates that an increase 
in complaint numbers is to be expected where 
we have a comparable increase in activity.  

Every complaint received is important to us. 
We listen and aim to understand the issues 
raised by individuals, assessing each situation 
individually and delivering an appropriate and 
relevant resolution or explanation. Our directors 
and Trustees receive reports and review all 
complaints and trends at each meeting of the 
Governance, Reputation and Risk Committee 
and all Board meetings. Every year, we reflect 
on the previous year’s complaints with a view 
to reviewing and informing our processes and 
controls (see timeline below). During 2018/19, 
we have invested in updating our complaints 
process and have increased support to teams 
across the charity in how to log and manage 
complaints. We use complaints as an opportunity 
to learn, focussing on incorporating the feedback 
received into improving our activities, and 
developing activities in an innovative way to 
maintain the trust of all our supporters. 

8988

Complaints – Annual Comparison 
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Annual Report and Financial Statements 2018/19 Annual Report and Financial Statements 2018/19

GOSH Children’s Charity promotes 
transparency through reporting its 
complaints figures year-on-year. 
The narrative accompanying this graph 
goes into detail about the nature of 
the complaints with explanation for 
the charity’s complaints process.

5

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.gosh.org/file/96076/download
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 31GOVERNANCE

Governance
Committee reports 

The Executive 
Committee report

Our two defining themes 
this year have been our 

customers and our people.

Alison Nimmo
Chief Executive

Membership and attendance 2018/19 
financial year

Overview 

Meeting 12 times this year, our Executive 
Committee delivers the strategic direction 
of our business for our Board. It brings 
together all aspects of what we do and 
seeks to embed customer value creation 
in our decision-making. The Executive 
Committee also analyses material issues and 
strategic risk and opportunities to generate 
and recommend the Corporate Strategy, 
and ensures that business plans are aligned 
to our strategic objectives. It also reports 
on the delivery of the Corporate Strategy 
to the Board.

This year 

2018/19 was a strategically important year 
for the Executive Committee as we sought 
to develop a single cohesive strategy for 
our business, integrating customer value 
creation and seeking a manifest shift 
in our evidence-based decision-making.

The Executive Committee considered 
all matters within its terms of reference, 
including:

 –   the Corporate Strategy of The Crown Estate

 –  the business plans and budgets for 
2019/20 and our three-year time horizon

 –  strategic risk and material issues

 –  The Crown Estate’s financial and 
non-financial performance

 –  information security, privacy 
and procurement

 –   health and safety and sustainability

 –   people, culture, customer, governance 
and major corporate projects.

Alison Nimmo (Chair)

 12/12
Paul Clark

 11/12

Kate Bowyer

 12/12
Judith Everett

 12/12

Alignment with the  
2018 UK Corporate Governance Code

 The Executive Committee acts as a central 
pillar of our strategic decision-making and 
reporting, with much of the operational 
activity of The Crown Estate being discussed 
and regular onward reporting to the Board. 
Following our terms of reference review, 
the Executive Committee will be focusing 
on the following activities to enhance its role 
in our corporate governance architecture:

 –  sourcing and presenting improved 
management information in support 
of our People Strategy and culture work

 –  reviewing our ways of working, policies and 
supporting materials to ensure improved 
traction between our corporate governance 
and day-to-day operation

 –  overseeing the implementation of new 
and improved programme and project 
management methodologies within 
the business.

The key duties of the  
Executive Committee are:

 –  to develop for onward transmission the 
Corporate Strategy for review and approval 
by the Board on an annual basis

 –  to receive and review reports from the 
business on financial and non-financial 
performance on a quarterly basis, to ensure 
that delivery of the Corporate Strategy is 
on target; and in turn report on that delivery 
to the Board

 –  to receive and review reports from the 
Risk Group and to consider strategic risk and 
opportunities and material issues, reporting 
to the Board and Audit Committee.
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The Crown Estate 2018-19, 
(page 67)

Each of the Crown Estate’s 
committees has a dedicated page 
outlining key facts and figures. 
Key duties and achievements 
in-year give the reader a sense 
of the types of discussions that 
have been happening, as well 
as how decisions have been 
scrutinised and challenged.

Attendance records show 
accountability and suggest 
management’s propensity to 
comply with standards and 
how seriously they view the 
governance system.

Transparent descriptions of the activities of each 
of the main committees with clear action points

6 /6

6

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.thecrownestate.co.uk/media/3189/22668_the-crown-estate_ar_2019-interactive.pdf
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MEASURES OF SUCCESS

Annual Report 

and Accounts 

2018 to 2019

Case studies

Manchester City Council Annual Statement of Accounts 2018/19

Annual

Statement of Accounts 2018/19

1

Infographic showing success 
by individual directorate

What did we look for?

• Quantified key performance indicators (KPIs) aligned to strategic objectives and making appropriate use of data

• Balanced assessment of goals achieved and performance against targets

• Honest analysis when targets are not met

1

5

2018-19
Annual Report and Accounts

Clear performance measure 
chart showing progress 
against targets

Lloyds Banking Group

Annual Report and Accounts 2018

Lloyd
s B

anking G
roup plc  A

nnual Report and A
ccounts 2018

Inclusion of both financial and 
non-financial KPIs

2

6
ANNUAL REPORT 2018/19

Clear alignment of an 
organisation’s KPIs against 
the strategic objective

3

Trustees’ report and financial statements 

for the year ended 31 March 2019

Science  

is Global

An organisation’s mission 
is interlinked to its strategic 
priorities and future plans

4

Annual Report 

and Accounts 

2018 to 2019

Success against strategic 
priorities are comprehensively 
explained and evidenced

7

SSE plc Annual Report 2019
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Detailed assessment of KPIs

8

http://www.nao.org.uk
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1 Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust 
(GOSH) 2018-19, (page 18)

18 Annual Report and Accounts 2018 to 2019

Objective Achievements

Be recognised for our expertise and clinical  
innovation in developing, delivering and leading 
specialised paediatric services.

 � We became the first hospital in the UK to offer a pioneering 
cancer therapy, known as CAR-T therapy, to NHS patients 
with B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. These therapies are 
specifically tailored for individual patients. 

 � A team from GOSH and University College London Hospitals 
(UCLH) carried out the first two operations on the damaged spinal 
cords of babies in the womb, in what are the first surgeries of 
their kind in the UK (see page 19).

Be recognised for our quality of care, positive health 
outcomes and experience for children and families.

 � We launched DRIVE (Digital Research, Informatics and Virtual 
Environments) which is the first of its kind in the world. It is a 
unique partnership between GOSH, University College London 
(UCL) and leading industry experts in technology, artificial 
intelligence and digital innovation (see page 25).

 � As part of a pioneering new study, GOSH launched a drop-
in centre providing accessible, low-intensity early intervention 
services for patients and families concerned about their mental 
health (see page 25).

 � Under the staff friends and family test, 88.2% of staff would be 
happy with the standard of care provided by the organisation if a 
friend or relative needed treatment.

Provide timely access to care for all GOSH patients.  � We delivered the national Referral to Treatment target in each 
consecutive month of 2018/19 (see page 99).

 � GOSH has consistently delivered all the cancer standards 
throughout 2018/19 ensuring that all patients are treated in line 
with required standard.

 � We have reduced numbers of repeated laboratory sample 
collection procedures resulting in fewer delays in medical teams 
receiving results, enabling fewer delays in diagnosis, treatment 
and discharge (see the Quality Report on page 160).

Deliver efficient care in order to generate a 
sustainable surplus and allow us to invest in our 
transformation.

 � Our Better Value Programme helped us deliver its £12.3m  
Better Value target for the year (see page 19).

Our Care priority

We will achieve the best possible outcomes through providing the 
safest, most effective and efficient care

We aim to deliver high-quality specialised care to our patients every day. We also 
continuously look to the future to innovate the care that we provide. This year we 
have seen outstanding examples of innovation from collaboration with national and 
international partners to deliver world-leading paediatric care. CARE

Ground-breaking cancer therapy

A GOSH patient became the first NHS patient to receive a therapy that uses the body’s own cells to 
fight cancer. Yuvan (pictured), 11, who has a form of leukaemia, had CAR-T therapy, called Kymriah, 
after conventional cancer treatments failed CAR-T involves removing immune cells and modifying them 
so they can recognise cancer cells. Previously it was only available as part of a clinical research trial. 

Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia affects about 600 people a year, mostly children. Most are cured by 
conventional treatments but about 10% relapse. In November 2018, it was announced that GOSH, along 
with Royal Manchester Children's Hospital and Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, 
would treat children with this rare form of leukaemia. Up to 30 patients a year are expected to be treated.

Case studies

1/8

GOSH uses cases studies to highlight particular 
achievements. These are integrated throughout the 
annual report and linked to the strategic priorities. 
This is a powerful tool which helps bring to life the 
achievements and aims of GOSH.

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/about-us/our-corporate-information/publications-and-reports/annual-reports
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/about-us/our-corporate-information/publications-and-reports/annual-reports
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HM Revenue & Customs 2018-19, 
(page 36)

36    HM Revenue and Customs - Annual Report and Accounts 2018-19

Progress against our commitments: Collecting revenues 
due and bearing down on avoidance and evasion

We have committed to delivering further improvements to how we collect 
revenues, and we set out our commitments at the start of each financial year  
in our single departmental plan. In 2018-19 we set ourselves 15 commitments.

Our performance

some risk to delivery
3

not on track
1

on track or complete
11

Commitments on track or complete include:

• We exceeded our target of delivering compliance revenues of £30 billion.
• We increased our ability to prevent alcohol and tobacco smuggling.
• We are on track to raise an additional £5 billion per year by 2019-20 to tackle tax avoidance and evasion.
• We further strengthened our ability to police the National Minimum Wage.

Commitments with some risk to delivery:

• We are committed to invest £800 million to tackle evasion and non-compliance – with a further £155 million
announced at Autumn Budget 2017 for future years. In 2018-19 we invested what we expected to in order to
continue tackling evasion and non-compliance, but due to resourcing issues our delivery has not been in line
with forecast. We are working on recruitment in 2019-20 to address this.

• We continue to make progress towards our commitment of 100 prosecutions from criminal investigations per
year by the end of this Parliament. The Fraud Investigation Service has delivered 42 prosecutions against a
plan of 30 for 2018-19 – however, there is a risk of not delivering up to 100 by the end of this Parliament.

Clear performance measure chart showing 
progress against targets

2 /8

The frequent use of the RAG (red, 
amber, green) rating in HMRC’s annual 
report allows the user of the accounts 
to monitor the organisation’s progress 
against its risks.

Where HMRC has missed its targets, 
the narrative provides comprehensive 
reasons as to why and considers 
future actions.

2

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/818222/HMRC_Annual_Report_and_Accounts_2018-19__web_.pdf
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Tideway (Bazalgette Tunnel Limited) 2018-19, 
(page 40)

Vision, Legacy & Reputation

Engagement
Tideway’s stakeholder and public engagement is about 
maintaining trust in the project and ensuring we are 
publicly transparent and accountable for all of our 
activities. Our stakeholder research in Autumn 2018 
showed strongly positive attitudes towards Tideway  
and the project from stakeholders and the public. 
Positive sentiment among stakeholders was at 92%  
of those surveyed, with 72% “very positive”, compared 
with 80% and 51% respectively in 2017. Among the 
general public, awareness of the project increased  
in the year by 5% to 49% and was up by 8% to 59%  
in the boroughs we are working in. Positive sentiment 
among the public was also higher, at 73% of those 
aware of the project (65% in 2017). The research 
provided useful feedback about the way that we 
communicate and engage with stakeholders and  
this feedback will continue to inform our strategy.

Awareness of the project was significantly  
boosted by a BBC2 documentary, ‘The Five Billion 
Pound Super Sewer’, which aired in July and August 
2018. Based on the first three years of the project 
(including the construction of the Lee Tunnel) the 
documentary reached an audience of around 1.9m 
people. We also saw increased interaction through 
social media and other online engagement, for we  
saw a 26% increase in visitors to our website and a 
28% increase in Twitter followers. 

We continued to build relationships with  
communities close to our sites. Our helpdesk, which 
operates 24 hours a day, seven days a week, dealt with 
nearly 5,000 contacts during the year, which included 
1,488 general inquiries (up 119%) showing an increasing 
interest in the project. We also held 46 Community 
Liaison Working Group meetings, as well as weekly 
information centre sessions at Chambers Wharf and 
monthly sessions at Carnwath Road, the two sites  
with the greatest level of interest from neighbours. 

Our engagement with other stakeholders included 
shared initiatives with the Mayor of London. In May 
2018, Sadiq Khan launched his new workplace 
inclusivity network at our Chambers Wharf site, 
underlining our commitment to diversity within our own 
workforce, and in February 2019 our low-entry HGVs 
were used to showcase his pledge to make London  
the first city in the world to remove the most unsafe 
lorries from its roads. 

We continued to use site visits and river boat tours  
to engage with stakeholders, hosting some 15 site  
visits and 45 boat tours. 

Legacy
Our Legacy Statement sets out detailed commitments 
for delivering lasting project benefits, from realising  
jobs and skills opportunities to reducing our carbon 
emissions. This year our aim was to exceed our 
ambitious target of 75 percent of live Legacy 
Commitments being on track. At March 2019, 90 
percent were on track, which meant we exceeded 
our target when averaged across the year.

We have 54 Legacy Commitments  
of which 39 are live. These include:

* Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics (STEM)

** Includes Tideway and MWC staff

Evidence of support from the 
majority of stakeholders surveyed

Target Actual

>50% 92% positive 

72% very positive

2018/19 Measure

No material schedule impact due to  
stakeholders (including Neighbours)

Target Actual

No material  
schedule impact

No impact

Objective
We want to create a supportive environment  
for delivering the tunnel and build a positive 
reputation with our stakeholders. Looking after  
our neighbours and stakeholders reduces the 
scope for delays, so we can deliver the tunnel’s 
benefits as soon as possible. 

Priority for 2018/19

•  Refine our stakeholder and neighbour 
engagement programme in a structured and 
targeted way to support efficient delivery

Target Actual

Percent of live legacy 
commitments on track

75% 90%
Monthly 
Average

1 in 49
Target FTE Actual FTE

1 in 50

Apprentices per project staff

Monthly Average

Target (per 3 FTE) Actual (per 3 FTE)

1 hour

STEM* volunteer hours 
per project staff**

4.7 hours
3254 hours in total

Target (per 3 FTE) Actual (per 3 FTE)

1 hour

Community volunteer hours 
per project staff**

10 hours
7182 hours in total

Health, Safety 
and Wellbeing

•  EPIC

• Boat Masters Health and Safety Training

• Industry leading lorry and vulnerable 
road-users initiatives

Environment •   Minimise carbon footprint

Economy • Use of CompeteFor to encourage SMEs 
(small or medium enterprises) to compete 
for contracts

• Supporting the London and UK economy

• Fair Payment Charter

• Encourage innovation

People • London Living Wage

• Local employment

• Creating an inclusive environment

• STEM education

• Inspire people to engage in river activities

Place • Two for one tree replacement

• Arts and Heritage Strategy

• Community investment activities

We have mapped our Legacy Commitments against 
the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).  
Overleaf are the SDGs where we expect to make a 
significant contribution during and/or after construction. 
These are detailed in our Green Bond Framework that 
supports Tideway’s sustainable financing strategy and 
progress is reported to our debt investors through our 
Green Bond Report, which is available on our website. 

40 TIDEWAY ANNUAL REPORT ANNUAL REPORT TIDEWAY 41

KPIs are clearly linked to each 
strategic objective in a clear, 
concise way.

Each key figure has the prior 
year comparative showing 
whether or not the target was 
met, and how far Tideway is 
to meeting its future goals.

Clear alignment of an organisation’s KPIs 
against the strategic objectives

3 /8

3

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.tideway.london/media/3326/tideway-ar18-19_d_full_web.pdf
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The Royal Society 2018-19, 
(pages 8 and 9)

An organisation’s mission is interlinked to its 
strategic priorities and future plans

4 /8

THE ROYAL SOCIETY TRUSTEES’ REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS8

Strategic priorities

  Read more  
on pages  
12 – 15.

Promoting excellence  
in science
• Elect exceptional scientists to the Fellowship.
• Advise on research landscape.
• Demonstrate economic impact of science 

investment.
• Fund outstanding researchers.
• Recognise scientific achievements.
• Encourage and support innovation.
• Publish scientific research.

What have we achieved?
The Society has increased funding to scientists by 16% 
to £84.7 million, and a review of 35 years of our flagship 
funding schemes for early career researchers has shown 
how successful they have been, with 70% of our University 
Research Fellows going on to become professors. Royal 
Society Fellow, Sir Greg Winter was awarded the 2018 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Scientific papers published by the 
Society were downloaded 40 million times, an 18% increase 
on the previous year. Eight new Royal Society Industry 
Fellows have been appointed to support collaboration 
between academics and employers such as Rolls-Royce, 
AstraZeneca and IBM.

Goals for 2020
The Society will increase spending on grants from 
£84.7 million to over £100 million, including increasing 
the number of early career researchers and the value 
of awards across its flagship programmes, including 
the URF, Dorothy Hodgkin and Research Professorship 
schemes. Ahead of the Government’s spending review 
the Society will show the value investment in research 
brings to the UK. The Society will increase engagement 
with industry, holding two Creating connections events. 
The Society will seek to increase the nominations of 
candidates for the Fellowship from underrepresented 
groups and those working in industry. 

  Read more  
on pages  
18 – 21.

Supporting international 
scientific collaboration
• Proactive engagement in major issues.
• Address global challenges.
• Partner with leading scientific nations on 

new technologies.
• Implement Commonwealth programmes.
• Convene leading international meetings to 

advance science.

What have we achieved?
The Society has joined with other scientific academies  
from around the world in creating a commission to establish 
an international governance framework for research into 
heritable genome editing. We increased our funding of 
international research by 7% to £14.8 million, funding work  
in 65 countries including Brazil, Ghana and India. We  
hosted the inaugural meeting of Commonwealth Science 
Advisers. We have worked with the US National Academy 
of Sciences on issues including climate change and the 
impact of AI and hosted the UK-China joint commission, 
convening representatives from the UK and Chinese 
governments to explore scientific collaborations.

Goals for 2020
The Society will convene an international commission 
to develop principles, criteria and standards for the 
possible clinical use of human germline genome editing. 
With the African Academy of Sciences, the Society 
will award the first FLAIR Fellowships and select the 
second cohort of awardees. On Brexit, the Society will 
continue to call for the best possible deal for research. 
The Society will also take a delegation to China to build 
on scientific partnerships and host the 5th joint science 
conference of the Western Balkans process.

  Read more  
on pages  
24 – 27.

Demonstrating the 
importance of science  
to everyone
• Increase scientific advice for policy makers.
• New programme of public dialogue and 

engagement.
• Integrate science into public debate 

and culture.
• Promote value of STEM education.
• Inspire through historic collections.

What have we achieved?
The Society’s report on greenhouse gas removal, produced 
jointly with the Royal Academy of Engineering, showed how 
technology can be used to help meet climate targets, in the 
UK and globally. The Society’s Summer Science Exhibition 
saw close to 12,000 people through our doors. We have 
over 230,000 followers on Twitter, up 29.6% on 2017/18, 
and 206,000 fans on Facebook, up 8.4% on last year. 
Our You and AI series of public events exploring artificial 
intelligence culminated with a sell-out crowd of 1,900 
people at the Barbican in London and the lectures have  
had over 230,000 views on YouTube.

Goals for 2020
The Society will stage a You and the planet series  
of public events, the Summer Science Exhibition and 
a series of events outside London. Reports will be 
published to inform how the UK manages its land. 
The Society will publish a report on neural interfaces, 
including a look at public attitudes. The Society will  
also press for a review of post-16 education in the  
next parliament and publish two science primers for 
courts. A second series of People of science films  
will be launched.

Our strategy at a glance

Our mission

To promote 
science and  
its benefits.

Our motto

Nullius in verba – take 
nobody’s word for it. 

Our principles

Independence

Integrity

Diversity and inclusion

Collaboration

Inspiration

Our roles

Charity

Fellowship

National academy

Relationships

Resources

Government, parliament and key influencers and funders

Royal Charter and strong  
governance framework

Robust systems, policies  
and procedures
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SCIENCE IS GLOBAL 9

Strategic priorities

  Read more  
on pages  
12 – 15.

Promoting excellence  
in science
• Elect exceptional scientists to the Fellowship.
• Advise on research landscape.
• Demonstrate economic impact of science 

investment.
• Fund outstanding researchers.
• Recognise scientific achievements.
• Encourage and support innovation.
• Publish scientific research.

What have we achieved?
The Society has increased funding to scientists by 16% 
to £84.7 million, and a review of 35 years of our flagship 
funding schemes for early career researchers has shown 
how successful they have been, with 70% of our University 
Research Fellows going on to become professors. Royal 
Society Fellow, Sir Greg Winter was awarded the 2018 
Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Scientific papers published by the 
Society were downloaded 40 million times, an 18% increase 
on the previous year. Eight new Royal Society Industry 
Fellows have been appointed to support collaboration 
between academics and employers such as Rolls-Royce, 
AstraZeneca and IBM.

Goals for 2020
The Society will increase spending on grants from 
£84.7 million to over £100 million, including increasing 
the number of early career researchers and the value 
of awards across its flagship programmes, including 
the URF, Dorothy Hodgkin and Research Professorship 
schemes. Ahead of the Government’s spending review 
the Society will show the value investment in research 
brings to the UK. The Society will increase engagement 
with industry, holding two Creating connections events. 
The Society will seek to increase the nominations of 
candidates for the Fellowship from underrepresented 
groups and those working in industry. 

  Read more  
on pages  
18 – 21.

Supporting international 
scientific collaboration
• Proactive engagement in major issues.
• Address global challenges.
• Partner with leading scientific nations on 

new technologies.
• Implement Commonwealth programmes.
• Convene leading international meetings to 

advance science.

What have we achieved?
The Society has joined with other scientific academies  
from around the world in creating a commission to establish 
an international governance framework for research into 
heritable genome editing. We increased our funding of 
international research by 7% to £14.8 million, funding work  
in 65 countries including Brazil, Ghana and India. We  
hosted the inaugural meeting of Commonwealth Science 
Advisers. We have worked with the US National Academy 
of Sciences on issues including climate change and the 
impact of AI and hosted the UK-China joint commission, 
convening representatives from the UK and Chinese 
governments to explore scientific collaborations.

Goals for 2020
The Society will convene an international commission 
to develop principles, criteria and standards for the 
possible clinical use of human germline genome editing. 
With the African Academy of Sciences, the Society 
will award the first FLAIR Fellowships and select the 
second cohort of awardees. On Brexit, the Society will 
continue to call for the best possible deal for research. 
The Society will also take a delegation to China to build 
on scientific partnerships and host the 5th joint science 
conference of the Western Balkans process.

  Read more  
on pages  
24 – 27.

Demonstrating the 
importance of science  
to everyone
• Increase scientific advice for policy makers.
• New programme of public dialogue and 

engagement.
• Integrate science into public debate 

and culture.
• Promote value of STEM education.
• Inspire through historic collections.

What have we achieved?
The Society’s report on greenhouse gas removal, produced 
jointly with the Royal Academy of Engineering, showed how 
technology can be used to help meet climate targets, in the 
UK and globally. The Society’s Summer Science Exhibition 
saw close to 12,000 people through our doors. We have 
over 230,000 followers on Twitter, up 29.6% on 2017/18, 
and 206,000 fans on Facebook, up 8.4% on last year. 
Our You and AI series of public events exploring artificial 
intelligence culminated with a sell-out crowd of 1,900 
people at the Barbican in London and the lectures have  
had over 230,000 views on YouTube.

Goals for 2020
The Society will stage a You and the planet series  
of public events, the Summer Science Exhibition and 
a series of events outside London. Reports will be 
published to inform how the UK manages its land. 
The Society will publish a report on neural interfaces, 
including a look at public attitudes. The Society will  
also press for a review of post-16 education in the  
next parliament and publish two science primers for 
courts. A second series of People of science films  
will be launched.

Engaged Fellows, staff, volunteers  
and the science community

Industry, academia, education and civil society The public, including children and young people

Clear presentation of how 
strategic priorities have 
been met, with specifics 
about what was achieved 
and The Royal Society’s 
goals for the future.

4

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://royalsociety.org/-/media/about-us/governance/trustees-report-financial-statements-2018-2019.pdf?la=en-GB&hash=F61445DE182E9EF13795F578F80EEAF5
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Manchester City Council 2018-19, 
(page 11)

Infographic showing success by 
individual directorate

5 /8

Manchester City Council
Annual Statement of Accounts 2018/19

11

Specific key facts and 
figures on the achievements 
within each of the Council’s 
directorates. Use of red 
and green arrows to show if 
something has improved or 
gotten worse.

5

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.manchester.gov.uk/downloads/download/7084/audited_accounts_2018-19
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Lloyds Banking Group 2018, 
(pages 6 and 7)

Inclusion of both financial and non-financial 
key performance indicators

6 /8

06 Lloyds Banking Group Annual Report and Accounts 2018

Underlying profit increased in 2018, largely due to 
higher income, and lower costs whilst asset quality 
remains strong.
1 Restated to include remediation.

An increased ordinary dividend of 3.21 pence per 
share, in line with our progressive and sustainable 
dividend policy. In addition, the Board intends to 
implement a share buyback of up to £1.75 billion.

Statutory profit before tax increased significantly, 
largely driven by strong underlying performance 
and lower charges below the line.

Performance at a divisional level  
on pages 27 to 29

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018
1

1

1

1

Underlying profit before tax
£m

6,831

7,275

6,782

7,628

8,066

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Ordinary dividend
p per share

0.75

2.25

2.55

3.05

3.21

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018
1

1

1

1

Common equity tier 1 ratio (CET1)
%

13.0

13.0

13.9

13.9

12.8

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Statutory return on tangible equity 
%

4.4

2.6

6.6

8.9

11.7

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Statutory profit before tax
£m

1,762

1,644

4,238

5,275

5,960

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Including remediation Excluding remediation

55.3

54.2

55.3

51.8

49.3

49.8

49.3

48.7

46.8

46.0

Cost:income ratio %

1

1

Financial

Key performance indicators
Our strategy has delivered strong performance

Delivering for all 
our stakeholders
The Board has been actively involved in 
the development and ongoing review of 
strategy with regular reviews of progress 
and priorities. Following the launch of the 
next phase of our strategic plan in early 2018, 
and in addition to the regular management 
progress updates, a comprehensive Board 
review process has been implemented 
which includes formal quarterly updates and 
selective deep dives on topical issues. In 
addition strategy days were held in June and 
November to consider market dynamics and 
the strategic challenges and opportunities the 
Group is likely to face going forward. Board 
members have also made a number of site 
visits to understand how the strategy is being 
implemented and perceived at a local level. 
Key performance indicators are regularly 
reviewed by the Board with the measures 
outlined on this page identifying the most 
effective output measures for assessing 
financial performance and progress towards 
becoming the best bank for customers, 
colleagues and shareholders. 

As a result of significant strategic progress in 
2018, we have reported increased statutory 
and underlying profits, strong capital 
generation and have announced an increased 
ordinary dividend and our intention to 
implement a share buyback.

Customer relationships are key to our strategy 
and we specifically measure customer 
satisfaction and complaint levels. We also 
track our performance against the targets of 
our Helping Britain Prosper Plan, about which 
you can read more on page 20.

Pay for performance  
across the Group
Key performance indicators that are directly 
linked to remuneration are marked with 
this symbol. 
To ensure our employees act in the best 
interests of customers and shareholders, 
remuneration at all levels of the organisation 
is aligned to the strategic priorities and 
financial performance of the business 
and also takes into account specific risk 
management controls. 
The remuneration awarded to Executive 
Directors is heavily weighted towards 
the delivery of long-term, sustainable 
performance that aligns with shareholder 
experience. For the variable awards made 
under the Group Performance Share and 
Group Ownership Share plans in respect 
of performance in 2018, over 95 per cent is 
awarded in shares, and 70 per cent is subject 
to performance conditions applying over 
three years.

Our common equity tier 1 ratio remains strong. The 
Board's view of the level of capital required to grow 
the business, meet regulatory requirements and 
cover uncertainties remains around 13 per cent plus 
a management buffer of around 1 per cent. In the 
last two years we have reduced this to 13.9 per cent 
through dividend payments and buybacks.

CURRENT TARGET
Capital build

170-200bps per annum 
with a regulatory capital requirement of around 13% 
and a management buffer of around 1%
1 Pro forma, reflecting Insurance dividend. Also includes 

ordinary dividend and share buyback. 2016 reflects MBNA.

The statutory return on tangible equity increased 
reflecting the increase in statutory profit after tax, 
and slightly lower average tangible equity. 

2019 TARGET 
Statutory return on tangible equity

14-15%

Our cost:income ratio, including remediation, 
further improved to 49.3 per cent and remains the 
lowest of our major UK banking peers. 

2020 TARGET
Cost income ratio 
including remediation

Low 40s

2019 TARGET (NEW)
Operating costs

<£8bn

1 Excluding TSB.

Strategic report
Financial results

G
overnance

Risk m
anag

em
ent

Financial statem
ents

O
ther inform

ation

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Economic profit
£m

2,233

3,377

3,987

3,291

2,094
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Overall FCA reportable complaints excluding PPI 
and claims management companies have continued 
to reduce in 2018.

The FCA changed the approach to complaint 
reporting in June 2016 and historic data is presented 
since this date.

Link to strategic priorities 
Leading customer experience
1  Excluding PPI.

Colleague engagement remains strong despite 
a slight decline since 2017 (our highest ever 
score). Both the engagement and performance 
excellence indices are above UK high performing 
norms with colleagues scoring pride, advocacy and 
teamwork favourably.

Link to strategic priorities 
Transforming ways of working

Since we launched the Plan in 2014 we have made 
strong progress. In 2018, we achieved 20 out of 
22 targets, helping to address some of the social, 
economic and environmental challenges the UK 
faces. Find out more on page 20.

Link to strategic priorities 
Maximising the Group's capabilities  
Leading customer experience

Our net promoter score is the measure of customer 
service at key touch points and the likelihood of 
customers recommending us. Customer satisfaction 
slightly increased in 2018.

Link to strategic priorities
Leading customer experience
1  Restated to reflect changes in measurement approach.

Reflecting the pace of digital adoption, the number 
of active digital customers increased in the year.  
The number of mobile banking users also increased 
in the year, to 11.4 million, many of whom use our 
award winning Lloyds Bank app.

Link to strategic priorities
Digitising the Group
1  Excludes MBNA.

Our values and behaviours index comprises metrics 
related to continuous improvement, collaboration, 
innovation, inclusiveness with a strong focus on 
customers. We continue to see high numbers of 
colleagues believing we are demonstrating these 
values. The survey in 2018 was completed by 
more than 57,000 colleagues (83 per cent of the 
Group headcount).   

Link to strategic priorities 
Leading customer experience
1  New baseline score introduced to tie in with new 

Group behaviours.

Earnings per share increased in the year, largely due 
to the significant increase in statutory profit.

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Earnings per share
p

1.7

0.8

2.9

5.5

4.4

2015

2016

2017

2018

2014

Customer satisfaction

58.3

58.5

61.8

61.2

61.8

1

1

1

1

(net promoter score)

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Digitally active customers
m

10.4

11.5

12.5

13.4

15.7
1

1

1

1

H2 2016

H1 2017

H2 2017

H1 2018

Customer complaints
FCA reportable complaints per 1,000 accounts 

4.3

4.1

4.2

3.9

1

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

1

Our values and behaviours
% favourable

72

78

78

80

79

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Colleague engagement index
% favourable

60

71

71

76

73

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

Helping Britain Prosper Plan 
targets achieved

20/25

27/28

20/24

21/22

20/22

Total shareholder return
%

(4)

(2)

(10)

14 

2015

2016

2017

2018

2014

(20)

Non-Financial

Despite the strong financial performance our  
share price fell by 24 per cent in 2018 in line 
with many other financial services companies. 
After including dividends paid in the year, total 
shareholder return was (20) per cent.

Economic profit, a measure of profit taking into 
account expected losses, tax and a charge for 
equity utilisation. In 2018, the equity charge and tax 
charge increased.

A ‘big picture’ assessment of 
success across all of a company’s 
operations, financial and non-financial, 
including an assessment of whether 
or not they have been achieved. 
The accompanying narrative explains 
how each KPI has been measured. 
Non-financial KPIs are clearly linked 
to Lloyd’s strategic objectives.

6

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.lloydsbankinggroup.com/globalassets/documents/investors/2018/2018_lbg_annual_report_v2.pdf
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Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust 
(GOSH) 2018-19, (pages 157–175)

There is a full section dedicated to how GOSH 
achieves its six quality objectives. The narrative 
comprehensively covers GOSH’s approach to 
achieving it, the results and next steps.

Each quality priority has a separate section which goes into more detail 
about what GOSH planned to do, what the results were and what 
the future plans are. This is directly linked to the strategic objectives. 
Results are data-driven and underpinned by robust evidence.

Success against strategic priorities are 
comprehensively explained and evidenced

Quality Report 2018 to 2019 157

Abhinav is 11 years old. 
While he’s at GOSH for treatment, 
he passes the time by catching 
up on his Maths homework. 

Reporting our quality priorities for 2018/19

The six quality priorities reported for 2018/19 were:

Safety
 � Improving the safety and experience of our patients when venous access 
is needed for their care

 � Reducing the rate of rejected samples for laboratory testing

Clinical effectiveness
 � Improving the early recognition of the deteriorating child and young person, 
through the introduction of the electronic Paediatric Early Warning System

 � Improving the process for ordering and delivery of chemotherapy

Experience
 � Improving our young people’s and their parents’ and carers’ experience of 
transition to adult services

 � Implementing a system to receive patient, parent and carer feedback in real time

In this section, we report on our performance against each quality priority 
by outlining:

 � What we said we’d do

 � What we did

 � What the data shows

 � What’s going to happen next

 � How this benefits patients

170 Quality Report 2018 to 2019

Experience section

Improving our young people’s and their parents’ and 
carers’ experience of transition to adult services

The way young people and their families are prepared for the move 
from paediatric to adult health services has come under increasing 
scrutiny in recent years. NICE published the guidelines, Transition 
from Children’s to Adults’ Services for Young People Using Health 
or Social Care Services in 2016. One of the underlying principles in the 
guidelines is that young people should start to be prepared for adult 
health services (termed ‘transition’) by the age of 14 at the latest.

As a stand-alone paediatric hospital providing highly specialised care, this principle 
presents a challenge for GOSH. It is not always clear at this age whether transfer to 
specialist adult health services, and therefore transition, will be necessary. In addition, 
some young people move to dedicated adolescent services located in other Trusts. 
They encounter similar challenges as those who move straight to adult services 
(including different environments, procedures and personnel) and consequently have 
similar preparation needs. This is a situation unique to GOSH and is not addressed in 
the NICE Guidance. 

Working jointly with young people and parents we developed the Growing Up, 
Gaining Independence (GUGI) framework at GOSH to enable us to both find solutions 
to the unique challenges our young people and their families face, and to comply 
with the NICE guidelines as closely as possible.

What is  
transition?

What is Pals?

Transition is ‘the 
purposeful, planned 
process of preparing 
young people under 
paediatric care and their 
families or carers for, 
and moving them to, 
adolescent- or adult-
oriented healthcare’.
GOSH, 2017, adapted 
from Blum et al, 19933.

The Patient Advice and 
Liaison Service (Pals) 
offers confidential advice, 
support and information 
on health-related matters. 
They provide a point 
of contact for patients, 
their families and carers, 
and are available in all 
NHS hospitals.

14yrs 15yrs 16yrs 17yrs 18yrs

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

New referrals

Variety of transition types and timings

3  Blum RW, Garell D, Hadgman CH 
et al. Transition from child-centred 
to adult health-care systems for 
adolescents with chronic conditions. 
A position paper of the Society for 
Adolescent Medicine. J Adol Health 
1993: 14; 570-6.

The Growing Up Gaining 
Independence (GUGI) 
programme has been 
developed to:

 � Make all young people 
and their parents/carers 
aware of the skills and 
knowledge they need to 
engage with adult health 
care services

 � Support the young person 
to develop these skills

 � Prepare those who need 
to continue onto specialist 
adolescent or adult 
healthcare services

INFORMATION

Quality Report 2018 to 2019 171

“Transition was 
always something 
that really scared 
me. I feel very 
fortunate that I have 
been able to help in 
the development of 
Growing Up, Gaining 
Independence. 
I really think this will 
give people a much 
smoother transition, 
make them better 
prepared and help to 
alleviate some of the 
fear.” Emma, 18

“This has really 
opened my eyes 
– I simply hadn’t 
thought about 
making sure my son 
knew how to make 
an appointment 
for himself. And 
I certainly didn’t 
know he would 
be signing his 
own consent form 
once he is 16!” 
Parent of 15 year old

“Me and mum 
started talking about 
it on the train. Next 
appointment I want 
to go in and see the 
doctor on my own 
for a bit. And we 
are going to look at 
all my clinic letters 
when we get home. 
I didn’t know you 
got sent a letter.” 
Ben, 13

4  gosh.nhs.uk/your-hospital-visit/
growing-gaining-independence

What we said we’d do

In last year’s Quality Report, we said that in 2018/19, we would:

 � Roll out the two part GUGI programme across the Trust and embed it as standard practice

 � Start those older than 16 on GUGI Part Two, which is specifically designed to support those who 
will soon transfer into specialist adolescent or adult care from GOSH

What we did

GUGI information folders are now available in all the clinic rooms in the Trust and on the Trust’s 
internet. The information is also freely available on the external GOSH website4 and on display outside 
the Patient Advice and Liaison (Pals) office. Information is available in a variety of formats including 
Easyread© for young people and parents with a learning disability.

Templates for GUGI part 2 information booklets are available, which teams can adapt as necessary.  
We are developing further supporting information in a variety of formats (written, audio and video).  
An additional project is underway with the GOSH Arts programme to produce a resource to help young 
people with the emotional impact of moving on from GOSH.

What the data shows Anecdotal evidence so far suggests GUGI is 
making a positive difference by prompting young 
people and families to consider their independence 
preparation needs and making them aware of 
legal changes that occur at their 16th birthday. 
The launch of EPIC is necessary for quantitative 
measures, such as number of transition plans in 
place two years prior to expected age of transfer.

What’s going to happen next?

The Clinical Nurse Specialist for Adolescent Health 
will continue the improvement programme and 
further develop and embed the GUGI framework, 
support teams to adapt resources, and ensure 
transition is an integral and early aspect of the care 
we provide to our young people. 

We will undertake research and audit in 2019 
to assess the impact of the GUGI framework 
on young people’s preparation for the move 
to specialist adult care.

We have joined with other children’s hospitals, 
including Alder Hey, Royal Manchester, 
Birmingham, Leeds, and Sheffield in a nurse-
led National Transition Improvement Group 
to share challenges and good practice, make 
recommendations, and seek consistency of 
approach nationally where possible.

GOSH is also an active member of the National 
Transition Collaborative. Launching in May 2019, 
this joint NHS Improvement and NHS England 
initiative was established to help organisations 
develop their transition practices.

How this benefits patients

 � Helps promote young people’s independence 
and helps them prepare for adulthood and for 
adult health services

 � Provides practical advice for young people on 
how to prepare for clinic appointments and how 
to get the most out of them

 � Makes families aware of health-related legal 
changes after the 16th birthday

A total of 21,899 (29%) of our patients were 
in the 12-19 age bracket in 2018/19. Not all 
of these patients will need to transition to 
specialist adult care but we recognise that 
the majority will need to engage with health 
services as adults. The numbers by each age 
are shown in the table below:

1. Number of patients

Age Number of patients

12 3,991 

13 4,162 

14 4,051 

15 3,860 

16 2,989 

17 1,915 

18 669 

19 262 

Total 21,899

2. Number of appointments

Age Number of patients

12 12,228 

13 12,696 

14 12,129 

15 11,790 

16 8,942 

17 5,561 

18 1,519 

19 550 

Total 65,415 

Another indication of volume is outpatient 
appointments. The table below shows the 
total number of appointments by age for 
people aged 12 -19 years in 2018/19.

7/8

7

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/about-us/our-corporate-information/publications-and-reports/annual-reports
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/about-us/our-corporate-information/publications-and-reports/annual-reports
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2019

2018

2017

0.16

0.20

0.22

2019

2018

2017

284

305

302

2019
£8.9bn

€689m

2018
£8.6bn

€806m

2017
£9.3bn

€779m

2019
£404m

€14.6m

2018
£484m

€22.6m

2017
£385m

€16.5m

2019

2018

2017

105,250

103,520

108,440

2019

2018

2017

9,779

9,428

7,955

S T R A T E G I C  R E P O R T

PERFORMANCE  
AGAINST OUR STRATEGY

Strategy in action 

Total recordable injury rate per 100,000 
hours worked (employees and contractors 
combined) 

Jobs supported in UK and Ireland

Taxes paid in the UK/Ireland

Carbon intensity of electricity generated 
(gCO

2
e per kWh) 

Renewable output (inc. pumped storage) 
(GWh) 

Economic contribution in UK/Ireland

Strategic relevance: SSE depends on a healthy 
and thriving economy to enable its business 
success, which is why it calculates the value  
it adds to UK and Irish GDP each year. 

Performance: SSE has added a total of £75.4bn 
and €6.8bn (in 2018/19 prices) of value to the  
UK and Irish economies since 2011/12. 

Strategic relevance: Safety is SSE’s number 
one core value, and everybody in the company 
operates to the safety licence of “if it’s not safe, 
we don’t do it”.

Performance: 2018/19 is SSE’s best ever safety 
performance making significant progress  
in achieving its target of halving its TRIR  
by 2020/21 since 2017/18.

Strategic relevance: SSE relies on the people that 
work for it in order to operate, with its activities 
supporting jobs in both urban and rural areas. 

Performance: Across its operations in the  
UK and Ireland, SSE supports 101,170 and  
4,080 jobs respectively.

Strategic relevance: As a significant generator 
of electricity, SSE has a responsibility to reduce 
its carbon intensity in line with climate science.

Performance: The carbon intensity of the 
electricity generated reduced by 7% last year, 
contributing to the company’s target to halve  
its carbon intensity by 2030.

Strategic relevance: Renewables are core to 
SSE’s business strategy which is centred around 
the low-carbon transition.

Performance: 2018/19 was a record year  
for SSE Renewables, with output increasing 
to 9,779GWh. This was mainly driven by an 
increase in average generation capacity as 
Stronelairg and Beatrice began to operate.

Strategic relevance: Taxes support the public 
services everyone relies on. When companies 
do well, they should share their success with 
society through the payment of taxes.

Performance: Total taxes paid reduced 
significantly in 2018/19. This was driven by lower 
profits earned yet capital allowances received  
as a result of significant ongoing investment.

 UK  Ireland  UK  Ireland

SSE uses a number of 
financial and non-financial 
measures to track progress 
against its strategy to create 
value from developing, 
operating and owning 
energy-related assets  
and businesses.

Progress during the year
In 2018/19, SSE’s financial results were 
materially affected by the unexpected 
adjusted operating loss in relation to its 
Energy Portfolio Management activities.  
This was disappointing and regrettable.

Nevertheless, SSE delivered a full-year 
dividend of 97.5 pence per share; and made 
good progress in its programme of capital 
and investment expenditure in support of 
future value creation. This is already reflected 
in the Regulatory Asset Value (RAV) of its 

energy networks and in its capacity for 
generating renewable electricity. 

In operational terms, SSE secured a 20% 
reduction in the Total Recordable Injury  
Rate and reduced the carbon intensity  
of the electricity it generated by 7%.

An important part of Executive Directors’ 
remuneration relates to SSE’s financial and 
non-financial performance, and the impact 
of this is set out in the Remuneration Report 
on page 116 .
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2019

2018

2017

1,868.6

2,291.8

2,297.6

2019
725.7

1,370.6

2018
1,179.3

864.4

2017
1,276.5

1,599.4

2019

2018

2017

1,422.9

1,503.0

1,726.2

2019

2018

2017

97.5

94.7

91.3

2019

2018

2017

8,729

8,304

7,679

Wholesale

Networks

Retail

542.4 

684.7 

123.6

2019
67.1

135.2

2018
98.8

64.3

2017
104.3

144.4

Adjusted

Reported

830.2 122.0191.9

738.5 122.0652.1

Adjusted  capital and investment 
expenditure (£m)

Adjusted  EBITDA 
(£m)

Dividend Per Share  
(pence)

Regulated Asset Value (£m) 

Adjusted  and Reported Earnings Per 
Share (£m)

Investment and capital expenditure by 
segment (£m) 

Adjusted  and Reported operating profit 
by segment (£m)

Adjusted  and Reported profit before 
tax (£m)

Strategic relevance: The first financial objective 
of SSE’s strategy is to remunerate shareholders’ 
investment through the payment of dividends. 

Performance: In 2018/19, SSE delivered on the 
first step in its five-year dividend plan. 

Strategic relevance: In order to provide a 
meaningful measure of underlying financial 
performance over the medium-term, SSE 
focuses on adjusted EPS. 

Performance: SSE’s Earnings Per Share of 67.1p 
reflects mainly the loss incurred by Energy 
Portfolio Management.

Strategic relevance: SSE’s objective is to  
earn a sustainable level of profit over the 
medium term. 

Performance: Adjusted PBT reflects the 
operating loss incurred by Energy Portfolio 
Management.

Strategic relevance: Extracting interest, tax, 
depreciation and amortisation from earnings 
provides a useful measure of SSE’s operational 
performance. 

Performance: Adjusted EBITDA for the core 
renewable energy and regulated electricity 
networks businesses was more than £1.5bn,  
or 83% of Group total. 

Strategic relevance: SSE applies strict financial 
discipline that supports investment in assets  
that provide returns that are greater than the 
cost of capital. 

Performance: Investment Expenditure in 
2018/19 of £1.42bn included more than £1bn 
investment in renewable energy and regulated 
electricity networks. 

Strategic relevance: SSE has an ownership 
interest in five economically-regulated networks, 
each of which has a Regulated Asset Value or RAV. 

Performance: Completion of the Caithness-
Moray link helped take Transmission RAV to 
more than £3.25bn. 

Strategic relevance: The main focus of SSE’s 
investment and capital expenditure is on 
low-carbon renewable energy and regulated 
electricity networks.

Performance: SSE is one year into a five-year, 
£6bn spending programme, 70% of which  
is expected to be devoted to renewables  
and networks.

Strategic relevance: The Wholesale, Networks 
and Retail segmental structure reflects how 
SSE’s businesses were managed in 2018/19. 

Performance: The majority of SSE’s Operating 
Profit is derived from renewable energy and 
regulated electricity networks. 

 Adjusted  Reported  Adjusted  Reported

 Wholesale
 Networks

 Retail

  Financial KPIs  Non-Financial KPIs

KEYS FOR CHARTS

SSE’s social contribution – page 26 .

Financial overview – page 36 .

Wholesale operating review –  
page 48 .

Networks operating review –  
page 54 .

Retail operating review – page 60 .

17SSE plc Annual Report 2019

SSE plc 2019, 
(pages 16 and 17)

Focus on both 
financial and 
non-financial KPIs.

Detailed assessment of key performance 
indicators (KPIs)

8 /8

Comparison of 
achievement against 
the prior two years to 
show progress.

Concise explanation 
of the results and 
how the KPI links 
back to SSE’s 
strategic priorities.

8

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://sse.com/investors/reportsandresults/media/0zva4vg0/sse-31464-annual-report-2019-web.pdf
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Trustees’ report and financial statements 

for the year ended 31 March 2019

Science  

is Global

Clear comparison between 
the main categories of income 
and expenditure

Protecting and advancing the principles of justice

Ministry of Justice 

Annual Report and Accounts 

2018‑19

HC 2277

How spend is split between a 
Department’s key components

What did we look for?

•  A fair and balanced reflection of financial performance which is consistent with the underlying 
financial statements

•  Useful comparisons of actual performance against expected/budgeted performance

• Linkages between financial performance, strategic objectives and key performance indicators

1

4

2018-19
Annual Report and Accounts

Use of graphics to bring 
to life key figures in the 
financial statements

 

 

KIRKLEES COUNCIL 

 

 

 

UNAUDITED 

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 

2018/2019 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

E Croston 

Service Director - Finance 

Civic Centre 3 

Market Street 

Huddersfield 

HD1 1WG 

Categories of spend in an 
illustrative format

2

5

BT Group plc

Annual Report 

2019

BT Group plc    Annual Report 2019

Key financial achievements 
within the chief financial 
officer’s introduction 

3

http://www.nao.org.uk
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1 The Royal Society 2018-19, 
(page 11)
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SCIENCE IS GLOBAL 11

Total 
income
£111.7m

Total 
expenditure

£114.7m

  Promoting science  
and its benefits 
£0.1m

  Supporting and 
recognising excellence 
in science 
£1.1m 

  Providing scientific 
advice for policy 
£4.3m

  Education and public 
engagement 
£3.8m

Demonstrating the 
importance of science  
to everyone total £9.3m

  Supporting and recognising 
excellence in science  
£4.2m

  Fostering international  
and global cooperation  
£17.4m

Supporting international  
scientific collaboration  
total £21.6m

Expenditure on raising 
fund total £4.2m

  Direct costs on  
raising funds 
£0.5m

  Support costs on  
raising funds 
£0.4m

  Costs of trading 
£2.3m

  Investment manager 
fees 
£1.0m

    Income and 
endowments  
from donation 
legacies  
£0.8m

    Grants for charitable 
activities 
£89.2m

    Trading in furtherance  
of charitable activities 
£11.6m

    Other trading 
activities 
£1.9m 

    Other income  
£0.1m

    Income from investments 
£8.1m

Charitable expenditure is shown by strategic objective in the outer ring and by expenditure category as shown in the statement of financial activities in the inner ring.

  Promoting science  
and its benefits 
£0.2m

  Supporting and 
recognising excellence 
in science 
£78.4m

  Education and public 
engagement 
£1.0m

Promoting excellence  
in science total £79.6m

  Read more on page 34.

Clear comparison between the main categories 
of income and expenditure

1/5

Summary of main streams 
of income and expenditure 
within the charity. Side by 
side this creates a direct 
comparison of what the 
income generated is used 
for in the business.

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://royalsociety.org/-/media/about-us/governance/trustees-report-financial-statements-2018-2019.pdf?la=en-GB&hash=F61445DE182E9EF13795F578F80EEAF5
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HM Revenue & Customs 2018-19, 
(page 28)

28    HM Revenue and Customs - Annual Report and Accounts 2018-19

The UK tax gap 
The tax gap is the difference between the amount of tax that should, in theory, be paid to HMRC, and what is 
actually paid. We use a percentage tax gap to understand compliance trends over time. The cash figure is affected 
by economic growth and changes to tax rates, whereas the percentage gap takes the impact of these factors  
into account.

The tax gap for 2017-18 (the latest figure available) is estimated at 5.6% of liabilities (£35 billion), which means 
that HMRC collected 94.4% of all the tax due. Overall, the tax gap has fallen from 7.2% in 2005-06, with some 
year-on-year variations.

Figure 3: UK tax gap in 2017-18

+

Value of the tax gap: 2017-18

By customer group By type of tax By behaviour

£14.0bn  Small businesses £12.9bn  IT, NICs and CGT1 £6.4bn  Failure to take reasonable care

£7.7bn Large businesses £12.5bn  Value Added Tax £6.2bn  Legal interpretation

£4.9bn Criminals £5.2bn Corporation Tax £5.3bn  Evasion

£3.4bn Error

£3.0bn Hidden economy

£1.8bn Avoidance1 IT — Income tax, NICs — National Insurance 
Contributions, CGT — Capital Gains Tax

£4.3bn Mid-sized businesses £4.9bn  Criminal attacks£2.7bn  Excise duties

£3.9bn Non-payment£1.6bn  Other taxesIndividuals £3.9bn

5.6%
0.1% increase on 2016-17

Our performance

HMRC’s Measuring tax gaps report go to
www.gov.uk/government/statistics/measuring-tax-gapsi

Of the £35 billion tax gap, the largest proportion (40%) can be attributed to small businesses, followed by large 
businesses at 22%. The tax gap is due to a range of behaviours, some deliberate – such as evasion – and some 
non-deliberate – such as error and failure to take reasonable care

We are taking steps to tackle the underlying causes of the tax gap – reducing error by making it easier for 
individuals to pay tax through online digital services, and by launching Making Tax Digital for VAT-registered 
businesses, which requires them to keep digital records and submit their VAT return using compatible software. 
You can read about the steps we’re taking to respond to evasion and criminal attacks on pages 29 to 33.

Use of graphics to bring to life key figures 
in the financial statements

2 /5

The pound coin pie chart 
cleverly illustrates the tax 
gap between what should be 
paid in tax to HMRC and the 
amount actually collected.

HMRC is transparent in 
showing how much tax 
it has collected.

The accompanying narrative 
describe the reasons for the 
tax gap and how HMRC is 
dealing with these instances.

2

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/818222/HMRC_Annual_Report_and_Accounts_2018-19__web_.pdf
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BT Group plc 2019, 
(page 34)

34
BT Group plc Annual Report 2019

Group performance 
Introduction from our Chief Financial Officer

Performance
BT delivered solid results for the year, in line 
with our guidance.

Reported revenue fell by 1% to £23.4bn and 
underlyinga revenue was down 0.9% as growth 
in our Consumer business was more than offset 
by regulated price reductions in Openreach 
and declines in our enterprise businesses. 
Our reported profit before tax was up 2% 
to £2.7bn, reflecting one-off EE acquisition 
warranty costs in the prior year. Adjustedb profit 
before tax was down 6% at £3.2bn reflecting 
the lower revenue partly offset by restructuring 
related cost savings and lower payments to 
telecommunications operators driven by 
Global Services strategy to de-emphasise low 
margin business.

Our results were in line with the guidance we 
set in May 2018 for adjustedb EBITDA and 
normalised free cash flowc. We exceeded our 
target for underlyinga revenue. Our capital 
expenditure (excluding BDUK clawback) 
was slightly ahead of our guidance due to 
acceleration of network investment.

Outlook for 2019/20 
BT remains well positioned in a challenging 
market. We are taking decisive actions to 
further strengthen our competitive position. 
Specifically, we are increasing investment 
to: introduce new customer propositions; 
deliver fair, predictable and competitive 
pricing; accelerate migration of copper ADSL 
to superfast; drive the next step change in 
customer experience investment; ramp up FTTP 
to 4 million by March 2021; and accelerate 5G 
coverage. These actions will impact our outlook.

For 2019/20, we expect adjusted revenue to 
be down around 2%. This is mainly as a result of 
the challenging market conditions, regulatory 
pressure in both fixed and mobile markets, and 
the ongoing impact from our decision to de-
emphasise lower margin products, particularly 
in our enterprise businesses. 

Along with the flow through of lower revenue, 
we expect our opex investments to result in 
Group adjusted EBITDA for 2019/20 being 
in the range £7.2bn – £7.3bn. While we will 
sustain these opex investments into 2020/21, 
we continue to expect Group adjusted EBITDA 
for 2020/21 to be above that for 2019/20.

We are raising our reported capital expenditure 
guidance (excluding BDUK clawback) for 
2019/20 to be in a range of £3.7bn – £3.9bn. 
We expect normalised free cash flow for 
2019/20 to out-turn in the range £1.9bn – 
£2.1bn.

Dividend
We have delivered solid results for 2018/19 
and are making positive progress against our 
core pillars; to improve customer experience, 
to create the best converged network; and to 
create a simplified, lean and agile business. This 
is being delivered in an increasingly competitive 
market environment with a number of 
regulatory and other headwinds. We remain 
confident in our ability to deliver the benefits 
we expect from the decisive actions we are 
taking to strengthen our competitive position.

As a result, the Board has decided to hold the 
dividend unchanged for 2018/19 at 15.4p 
per share, leading to a final dividend of 10.78p 
per share. The Board also expects to hold the 
dividend unchanged in respect of the 2019/20 
financial year given our outlook for earnings 
and cash flow. In line with previous guidance, 
our interim dividend for 2019/20 will be fixed 
at 30% of this year’s full year dividend.

The Board remains committed to our  
dividend policy, which is to maintain or  
grow the dividend each year whilst taking  
into consideration a number of factors  
including underlying medium term  
earnings expectations and levels of business 
reinvestment (which would include the 
consideration of accelerated FTTP investment).

Subject to shareholder approval, the dividend 
will be paid on 9 September 2019 to 
shareholders on the register at 9 August 2019. 
The final dividend, amounting to approximately 
£1,069m (2018/19: £1,044m), will be 
recognised as an appropriation of the retained 
earnings in the quarter to 30 September 2019.

Simon Lowth
Chief Financial Officer
8 May 2019

Outlook provided  
in May 2018 Result

Performance 
against outlook

2019/20 
outlook

Change in underlyinga revenue Down c2% Down 0.9% 3

Change in adjustedb revenue Down c2%

Adjustedb EBITDA £7.3bn–£7.4bn £7.4bn 3 £7.2bn–£7.3bn 

Capital expenditurec (excluding 
BDUK clawback) c£3.7bn £3.8bn 5 £3.7bn–£3.9bn 

Normalised free cash flowd £2.3bn–£2.5bn £2.4bn 3 £1.9bn–£2.1bn 

Alternative performance measures 
We assess the performance of the group 
using various alternative performance 
measures. These measures are not defined 
under IFRS so are termed ‘non-GAAP’ or 
‘alternative performance’ measures. We 
present a reconciliation from these to the 
nearest prepared measure in line with 
IFRS on pages 185 to 187. The 
alternative performance measures we use 
may not be directly comparable with 
similarly-titled measures used by other 
companies. 

IFRS 15
IFRS 15 ‘Revenue from Contacts with 
Customers’ replaced IAS 18 ‘Revenue’ 
with effect from 1 April 2018. We present 
current year results on the new IFRS 15 
basis but prior year comparatives on an 
IAS 18 basis. For this reason, certain 
measures may not be directly comparable. 
See notes 1 and 2 for further information. 

a  Underlying revenue excludes specific items, foreign exchange movements, acquisitions and disposals.
b  Items presented as adjusted are stated before specific items. See page 185 for more information.
c  Additions to property, plant and equipment and intangible assets in the period
d  After net interest paid, before pension deficit payments (including the cash tax benefit of pension deficit payments) and specific items.

Clear tabular summary of the key financials 
and how BT performed against outlook. 
This is at the top of the Group performance 
section from the chief financial officer, which 
shows accountability for and transparency 
of BT Group’s achievements.

3 /5

Key financial achievements within the 
chief financial officer’s introduction3

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.btplc.com/Sharesandperformance/Financialreportingandnews/Annualreportandreview/pdf/2019_Annual_Report_SmartPDF.pdf
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Ministry of Justice 2018-19, 
(page 12)

4 /5

Clear tabular graph showing where 
money is spent broken down by the 
categories of expenditure and the key 
entities of the Ministry of Justice Group.

How spend is split between a Department’s 
key components

12 Ministry of Justice Annual Report and Accounts 2018-19

Figure 2: Departmental expenditure

Judicial costs

Compensation to
 victims of crime

Grants

Contracted out costs

Prisoner related costs

Estate costs

Legal aid

Other costs

People costs

ICT costs

0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000

HMPPS HMCTS CFOG agencies MOJ HQ and ALBs

Millions (£)

Note: HMCTS - Her Majesty’s Courts and Tribunals Service; CFOG - Chief Finance Officer Group; MOJ HQ and ALBs - Ministry of 
Justice headquarters and arms length bodies

1 See link for more details: https://www.parliament.uk/documents/commons-committees/Justice/estimates-
memoranda/Ministry-Justice-Estimate-Memorandum-17-19.pdf

Throughout the year, the Department received 
additional funding of £1.2bn. This followed 
negotiations with HM Treasury to ensure a 
proper level of funding for the Department for 
pre-agreed and known changes and funding for 
uncontrollable risks. This included funding for: 
pressures in the legal aid fund; to make up for 
a shortfall in probate fees where legislation has 
not been possible; additional funding in response 
to operational challenges in HMPPS; funding for 
fee refund schemes which were commenced 
during the year; and other risks as set out in the 
Supplementary Estimate memorandum.1 This 
additional funding was agreed by HM Treasury 
in recognition of the fact that our cost base is 
difficult to alter within the year meaning that it 
was not possible to make choices elsewhere in 
the department to absorb risks such as these 
without increasing some already significant 
operational, legal and commercial challenges. 

Investment

The Department continues to focus on two key 
investment programmes: Ongoing prison estates 
transformation; and courts reform.

The new prisons at Wellingborough and Glen 
Parva form the first phase of our prison estates 
strategy which aims to transform the prison 
estate to build effective prisons and organise the 
estate so prisoners are placed into prisons with the 
right level of security and appropriately tailored 
regimes. To fulfil this strategy, we demolished both 
the former prisons at Wellingborough and Glen 
Parva in readiness for the start of the construction 
of new prisons and obtained full planning 
permission for the new 1,680 place prisons to be 
built on these sites. We also launched our Prison 
Operator Services Framework Competition from 
which we will select the operator for these new 
prisons and potentially further prisons following 
expiry of current private sector contracts, to 
keep driving innovation, service improvement, 
and value for money. Additionally, we completed 
the newly constructed 206 place houseblock at 
HMP Stocken in March and it received its first 
prisoners in June. During 18-19 HMPPS invested 
just over £5m to complete the HMP Berwyn 

4

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/818854/moj-annual-report-2018-2019.pdf
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Kirklees Council 2017-18, 
(page 5)

5 /5

NARRATIVE REPORT 
KIRKLEES COUNCIL – STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS 2018/19 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

4 
 

The Council 
 
Kirklees’ Services 
 

 
 
 
 
The Workforce 
Below is a snapshot of total staff employed across non-schools and schools, as at 31 August 2018 
(source Kirklees factsheets 2018): 
 

 Full-time Part-time Total Full time 
equivalent (fte) 

Non-schools 3,210 3,581 6,791 5,186 
Schools 2,369 5,049 7,418 5,118 
Total 5,579 8,630 14,209 10,304 

 
To put the above into perspective, the full time equivalent figure in 2010 was 14,003; this represents 
an overall reduction of 3,699, approximately 26%, over the period. 
 
Current approved budget plans anticipate a marginal further reduction in full time equivalent numbers 
(non-schools) by 16 (over the 2019-22 period.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Engaging infographic on 
the Council’s categories of 
expenditure using relevant 
images in order of value.

Categories of spend in an illustrative format5

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.kirklees.gov.uk/beta/delivering-services/pdf/statement-of-accounts-2018-19.pdf
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UNDERSTANDABLE

2018-19
Annual Report and Accounts

Information boxes

Barclays PLC

Annual Report  

2018

Creating 

opportunities  

to rise

Annual report on a page

What did we look for?

•  Use of plain English, graphics and appropriate layout to enable the user to understand and gauge the 
importance of the information presented

•  Clear structure to help users navigate the annual report

•  Concise summaries with links to further information as required

• Provision of different mediums to communicate important information

1

5

CZARNIKOW ANNUAL REVIEW 2018  |  1

Annual Review 2018

A start-up 

with a track 

record…

Glossary

Trustees’ report and financial statements 

for the year ended 31 March 2019

Science  

is Global

A clear key

2

6

Annual Report 

and Accounts 

2018 to 2019

Consistent use of icons

3

Trustees’ report and financial statements 

for the year ended 31 March 2019

Science  

is Global

Easy-to-understand graphics 

4

UK legislation requires organisations with more 

than 250 employees to publish their gender pay 

gap figures

We have several fantastic initiatives in place to help us achieve better 

gender balance in the workforce

Women in Leadership, which focuses on balancing gender in our most 

senior positions, has been strengthened this year with:

Although changes in the business last year led to a slight 

drop in women in leadership, the long-term trend in all our 

focus areas is positive

There’s no quick fix, but we’re seeing progress 
Building on our flexible and family friendly culture 

To support men and women achieve their ambitions at work and in life,  

we’re constantly taking steps to tackle structural gender bias that 

exists right across society. In 2018 we:

And our Women in Home Service trainee 

programme gives women the training 

needed so they have the confidence to apply 

for a permanent role when vacancies open 

up. This approach is ‘positive action’ and so 

far has helped us recruit nearly 300 women 

onto the scheme, with many progressing to 

permanent roles. In the short term it makes 

our gender pay gap bigger, but as their 

experience grows and female representation 

continues to improve, our pay gap will shrink.

Not all of our initiatives will have an immediate effect on 

our gender pay gap, but we’re proud to be recognised for 

building a sustainable approach

 Our representation is changing

1

4

5

How we’re closing the gap

Supporting men and women
6Our progress is recognised

Tripled paid leave to 6 weeks, plus  another 6 

weeks unpaid, within the first year (statutory 

entitlement is 2 weeks)

Hiring senior female 

leaders who’ve had a 

career break of  2 or 

more years

A programme for more 

junior women to build a 

stronger pathway through 

the organisation

Encouraged a more personalised approach to 

working patterns defined by each team

Raised more awareness that both parents can 

share 50 weeks off when a child arrives with Sky 

dads sharing their own experiences on social 

media

LEADERSHIP

37%
50%

23%
30%

9%

39%

21% 20%

TECHNOLOGY

HOME SERVICE

2018

2017

38%

22%

-
-

2%
2017

2016

31%
2014

17%
2014

AT LAUNCH

TARGET

Our Women in Technology 

programme continues to 

bring more women into our 

tech and digital teams

Gender pay is often confused with equal 

pay but they are not the same thing 

Gender pay looks at the average pay of 

men and women across the whole 

business, regardless of role or seniority

Equal pay looks at the difference in pay 

between a man and a woman doing the 

same role, with the same skills and 

experience

Gender pay v equal pay

EQUAL
PAY

GENDER
PAY

We are required to publish figures on bonus pay, 

our pay quartiles and the gender pay gap. These 

figures will be published on the Government’s 

website www.gov.uk and on www.skygroup.sky

We have to provide data for all 5 of our employing companies 

and we’ll also look at our overall Sky results

2

3

Gender

pay gapBonus
pay

Pay

quartiles

The calculations

Our gender pay gap

Our pay quartiles

Our bonus awards

Explaining our figures

MEAN
MEDIANOur overall Sky results 

SKY PAY GAP

NATIONAL

AVERAGE GAP*

SKY BONUS

GAP

72%

28% +1%

UPPER (HIGHEST PAID QUARTER OF EMPLOYEES)
vs 2017

+2%

51%

49%

LOWER (LOWEST PAID QUARTER OF EMPLOYEES)

-1%

74%

26%
UPPER MIDDLE

0%

69%

31%
LOWER MIDDLE

Proportion of male and female employees by quartile pay bands

The proportion of men and women who received 

bonus pay+

78%
OF MEN RECEIVED

BONUS PAY

76%
OF WOMEN RECEIVED

BONUS PAY

-0.1%-0.1%

vs 2017

-0.2%-0.2%

-0.2%-0.2%

0%

+3.2%
+2.2%

* Source: ONS.gov.uk, 2018

+ Consultant workers were included in the 2017 bonus figures, but have been excluded in 2018 as they do not meet the legislative criteria. As 

these workers are not eligible for bonus pay this change has driven a slight increase in the % of both men and women receiving a bonus in 2018.

There are more men 

in our most senior 

positions

We employ more men in 

higher paying role types 

such as in tech or digital

The vast majority of organisations have a gender pay gap. 

Our gender pay gap and our bonus gap are caused by 

having proportionally more men than women in our higher 

pay quartiles. There are two main reasons for this:  

Our bonus gap increased slightly this year 

because of an incentive that pays out every 2nd 

year to our most senior leaders.  And because 

we have more men than women in our most 

senior roles, the bonus gap grew.  When we 

exclude this incentive from the calculations our 

bonus gap falls to within 1% of last year’s 

figure

1
2

GENDER

PAY GAP

2 0 1 8REPORT

Consistent colour scheme

7

http://www.nao.org.uk
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HM Revenue & Customs 2018-19, 
(page 44)

44    HM Revenue and Customs - Annual Report and Accounts 2018-19

Managing the tax credits and Child Benefit system
As well as collecting tax revenues, we are also responsible for administering tax credits and Child Benefit. Last 
year, tax credits helped around 3.3 million families and 6 million children, while Child Benefit supported around 
12.7 million children in Child Benefit recipient families. Our priority is to pay customers on time and make sure 
they receive their correct entitlement.

How did we do?

Our performance

4
percentage point increase 
in online tax credits renewal

12
average days to process 
new tax credits and Child 
Benefit claims

0.6%
estimate of tax credits 
underpayments in 2017-18, 
against a target of 0.7% 

In focus: 
Help to Save
In September 2018 we launched Help to Save, a government 
initiative to support working people on low incomes build up 
a rainy day fund and encourage an ongoing savings habit. 

By paying in up to £50 per month over four years, savers 
can receive up to £1,200 in tax-free bonuses. By the end of 
the year over 90,000 accounts had been opened and over 
£13 million saved.

Tackling tax credits and Child Benefit error and fraud
The government has given us a target to keep error and fraud overpayments (error and fraud favouring the 
claimant) within the tax credits system at no more than 5% of paid entitlement in 2018-19. As it takes around 
14 months after the end of the tax year until all tax credits claims are finalised, our latest estimate of error and 
fraud relates to 2017-18.

This year we maintained our performance in processing new tax credits and Child Benefit claims and changes 
of circumstances for UK customers, which took us an average of 12 days against a target of 22 days. For 
international customers the average was 61.5 days against a target of 92 days. 47% of tax credits customers 
renewed their tax credits online..

From 1 February 2019 there are no more new claims to tax credits, except from claimants who meet  
certain restricted criteria. We’re gradually transferring customers from tax credits to Universal Credit, which  
is administered by the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP). As a result of this transition, we ended  
376,000 claims during 2018-19, of which 317,000 involved active payments. We’re working closely with DWP 
to help customers get their claims right ahead of moving across to Universal Credit.

Information boxes

Throughout the annual report, HMRC makes use of blue “In focus” 
boxes, which provide the reader with more information about the 
services it provides to the taxpayer and how the reader can take 
advantage. HMRC has identified what is important to the reader and 
made its report a useful, accessible document.
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Czarnikow 2018, 
(page 54)54  |  CZARNIKOW ANNUAL REVIEW 2018

Glossary

BILL OF LADING
A transportation document for goods 
shipped by sea. It is issued by a carrier or 
their agents usually in the form of an 
Ocean bill (Marine bill of lading). It serves 
as an official receipt for the goods taken on 
board the ship and also as a proof of 
ownership (title) of the goods.

BIOENERGY/BIOMASS
Bioenergy is a form of renewable energy 
derived from biomass (organic material).

CCL
C. Czarnikow Limited. Parent Company of 
Czarnikow Group Limited.

CD (CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT)  
CDA/WA (AGRICULTURAL CERTIFICATE  
OF DEPOSIT/AGRICULTURAL WARRANT)
Various types of credit promised against 
agricultural products deposited in 
warehouses. A CDA is similar to a CD but 
offers greater security as it provides title to 
the sugar. A WA is a warrant that gives right 
to security as described in the 
corresponding CDA. 

CGL
Czarnikow Group Limited. Principal 
operating company of C. Czarnikow 
Limited.

CMA (COLLATERAL MANAGEMENT 
AGREEMENT)
A tri-partite agreement between bank(s), 
the cargo owner and the collateral 
management service provider which 
enables the bank to provide finance to the 
cargo owner under tighter controls over 
the collateral in a warehouse.

DEMURRAGE
A compensation cost for delay when, for 
example, a commercial vessel is prevented 
from loading or discharging cargo within 
the stipulated time period.

DERIVATIVES
A security whose price is dependent upon 
or derived from one or more underlying 
assets, such as options and futures which  
are ‘derived’ from shares, bonds, 
currencies, commodities, etc.

ELEVATED SUGAR/ELEVATION
The processing of sugar through a port and 
its loading onto a vessel.

EXCHANGE-TRADED CONTRACTS (ETC)/
EXCHANGE-TRADED DERIVATIVES (ETD)
For derivatives, standardised contracts 
(e.g. futures contracts and options) that 
are transacted on a recognised exchange.

FCA (FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY)
The Financial Conduct Authority is the 
conduct regulator for 58,000 financial 
services firms and financial markets in the 
UK, and the prudential regulator for over 
18,000 of those firms. 

FCR (FORWARDER’S CERTIFICATE OF 
RECEIPT)
A freight forwarder prepares a FCR to 
confirm that it has taken over the 
consignment and assumes responsibility 
for the goods.

FREE ON BOARD (FOB)
An international commercial term 
‘incoterm’ describing sugar, or another 
commodity, that has been ‘elevated’ at a 
port onto a ship. (cf Elevated Sugar/
Elevation)

GDP (GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT)
Gross domestic product (GDP) is the value 
of all finished goods and services 
produced within a country, normally 
calculated annually. GDP is commonly 
used as an indicator of the economic 
health of a country.

INDUSTRIAL CONSUMER
For Czarnikow, food and beverage 
manufacturers and ethanol processors.

LIGHT ASSETS
Small or medium-sized assets/
infrastructure, typically warehouse 
facilities or sugar silos, facilitating logistics 
operations.

MAD/MAR
The Market Abuse Directive (MAD) was 
adopted in 2003 and established an 
EU-wide framework for tackling insider 
dealing and market manipulation. In April 
2014, a new Market Abuse Regulation 
(MAR) and a new Directive on criminal 
sanctions (MAD II) were adopted and came 
into force in July 2016.

MiFID
The Markets in Financial Instruments 
Directive is a European Union law that 
provides regulation for investment services 
across the member states of the European 
Economic Area. Its main objectives are to 
increase competition and consumer 
protection in investment services.

MT and MTRV
Metric tonnes and Metric tonnes raw value.

NO. 5 WHITE SUGAR CONTRACT
White sugar is traded on the 
Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) Futures 
Europe in US$/metric tonnes. It is officially 
traded as the White Sugar Futures contract 
but is commonly known as contract No. 5 
(its former contract name).

NO. 11 RAW SUGAR CONTRACT
World market raw sugar is traded on the 
Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) Futures 
U.S. in USc/lb and is commonly known as 
the No. 11 raw sugar contract.

NON-RECOURSE LINES
A contract in which the lender cannot 
claim the loan amount and assumes the 
risk of non-payment if the buyer defaults. 

OECD (ORGANISATION FOR ECONOMIC 
CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT)
The OECD’s mission is to promote policies 
that will improve the economic and social 
well-being of people around the world.  

OFF-TAKER
A buyer of goods who has agreed with the 
producer to purchase/sell portions of their 
future production.

OTC (OVER-THE-COUNTER)
Trading in derivatives on a market outside 
the jurisdiction of a recognised exchange.

SMA (STOCK MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT)
An agreement for a stock financing 
solution where the terms allow flexibility 
and the financing party does not require 
strong control over the commodity.

SYNTHETIC OWNERSHIP
Ownership which is taken on in the form of 
securities rather than by buying physical 
assets.

TEU
Twenty-foot equivalent unit, used to refer 
to a standard 20-foot x 8-foot shipping 
container.

TOLLING
An arrangement whereby raw material is
supplied to the producer for the refining
process and the seller maintains
ownership and receives the end product.

USMCA
United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement.

Glossary

A glossary of acronyms and key 
technical terms helps users to 
understand the narrative within 
the annual report, making it 
more accessible to users.

2 / 7
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Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Foundation Trust 
(GOSH) 2018-19, (page 18)

18 Annual Report and Accounts 2018 to 2019

Objective Achievements

Be recognised for our expertise and clinical  
innovation in developing, delivering and leading 
specialised paediatric services.

 � We became the first hospital in the UK to offer a pioneering 
cancer therapy, known as CAR-T therapy, to NHS patients 
with B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukaemia. These therapies are 
specifically tailored for individual patients. 

 � A team from GOSH and University College London Hospitals 
(UCLH) carried out the first two operations on the damaged spinal 
cords of babies in the womb, in what are the first surgeries of 
their kind in the UK (see page 19).

Be recognised for our quality of care, positive health 
outcomes and experience for children and families.

 � We launched DRIVE (Digital Research, Informatics and Virtual 
Environments) which is the first of its kind in the world. It is a 
unique partnership between GOSH, University College London 
(UCL) and leading industry experts in technology, artificial 
intelligence and digital innovation (see page 25).

 � As part of a pioneering new study, GOSH launched a drop-
in centre providing accessible, low-intensity early intervention 
services for patients and families concerned about their mental 
health (see page 25).

 � Under the staff friends and family test, 88.2% of staff would be 
happy with the standard of care provided by the organisation if a 
friend or relative needed treatment.

Provide timely access to care for all GOSH patients.  � We delivered the national Referral to Treatment target in each 
consecutive month of 2018/19 (see page 99).

 � GOSH has consistently delivered all the cancer standards 
throughout 2018/19 ensuring that all patients are treated in line 
with required standard.

 � We have reduced numbers of repeated laboratory sample 
collection procedures resulting in fewer delays in medical teams 
receiving results, enabling fewer delays in diagnosis, treatment 
and discharge (see the Quality Report on page 160).

Deliver efficient care in order to generate a 
sustainable surplus and allow us to invest in our 
transformation.

 � Our Better Value Programme helped us deliver its £12.3m  
Better Value target for the year (see page 19).

Our Care priority

We will achieve the best possible outcomes through providing the 
safest, most effective and efficient care

We aim to deliver high-quality specialised care to our patients every day. We also 
continuously look to the future to innovate the care that we provide. This year we 
have seen outstanding examples of innovation from collaboration with national and 
international partners to deliver world-leading paediatric care. CARE

Ground-breaking cancer therapy

A GOSH patient became the first NHS patient to receive a therapy that uses the body’s own cells to 
fight cancer. Yuvan (pictured), 11, who has a form of leukaemia, had CAR-T therapy, called Kymriah, 
after conventional cancer treatments failed CAR-T involves removing immune cells and modifying them 
so they can recognise cancer cells. Previously it was only available as part of a clinical research trial. 

Acute lymphoblastic leukaemia affects about 600 people a year, mostly children. Most are cured by 
conventional treatments but about 10% relapse. In November 2018, it was announced that GOSH, along 
with Royal Manchester Children's Hospital and Newcastle upon Tyne Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, 
would treat children with this rare form of leukaemia. Up to 30 patients a year are expected to be treated.

Annual report centred around strategy with 
clear links to priorities, vision and objectives.

Each strategic priority has a section which 
details the key objectives and achievements to 
date. The sections are headed up by a different 
mascot, which is a common feature throughout 
the annual report.

Consistent use of icons
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http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.gosh.nhs.uk/about-us/our-corporate-information/publications-and-reports/annual-reports
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 51UNDERSTANDABLE
THE ROYAL SOCIETY TRUSTEES’ REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS36

Grants 
The primary purposes of the Society’s grant-giving activities are to support the work of outstanding individual scientists at 
various stages of their careers, primarily in the UK, and to encourage collaborations between UK scientists and scientists 
throughout the world.

1. Applicants submit  

their proposal.

2. Once submitted, 

applications are checked 

to ensure they meet the 

eligibility criteria for that 

programme.

3a. For fellowships, 

longlisted applications 

are sent for peer review 

and are then shortlisted 

by the Committee.

3b. For research 

support grants, the 

Committee assesses 

the applications, 

which are then 

considered by the 

Chair(s).

4a. For 

fellowships, 

shortlisted candidates 

are invited to 

interview and 

recommendations are 

made to the Grants 

Committee.

4b. For research 

support grants, 

the Chair(s) make 

recommendations 

on consideration 

of the Committees’ 

assessments.

5. All recommendations 

are then presented to  

the Grants Committee  

for approval.

6. Offer letters are sent 

to the candidate and host 

organisation. The offer will 

only become an award once 

both the applicant and host 

organisation have accepted 

the offer online.

7. Once an award has 

been initiated, we monitor 

the progress of the award 

holder by requesting an 

annual progress report (or 

in the case of short awards, 

final report) each year.

8. The grant programmes are 

evaluated on a routine basis (approx. 

every 5 years), which helps to inform 

us whether the programmes are 

delivering their intended objectives, 

and what steps can be made to 

improve them.

  Further information is available online

Grant making 
process

Financial review continued

The Royal Society 2018-19, 
(page 36)

One of The Royal Society’s 
main operations, the grants 
process, is depicted in eight 
simple steps which a reader 
can easily understand.

Links to further information 
at the bottom left-hand 
side to alert readers to 
more information.

Easy-to-understand graphics

4 / 7
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http://www.nao.org.uk
https://royalsociety.org/-/media/about-us/governance/trustees-report-financial-statements-2018-2019.pdf?la=en-GB&hash=F61445DE182E9EF13795F578F80EEAF5
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Barclays plc 2018, 
(page 1)

home.barclays/annualreport Barclays PLC Annual Report 2018 01

Strategic report
G

overnance
Risk review

Financial review
Financial statem

ents
Shareholder inform

ation

Governance
Governance contents  47
Directors’ report  48
People  93
Remuneration report  99

Financial review
Financial review contents  223
Key performance indicators  224
Consolidated summary income statement  226
Income statement commentary  227
Consolidated summary balance sheet  228
Balance sheet commentary  229
Analysis of results by business  230
Margins and balances  240
Non-IFRS performance measures  241

Financial statements
Financial statements contents  247
Consolidated financial statements  256
Notes to the financial statements  264

Risk review
Risk review contents  127
Risk management  129
Material existing and emerging risks  131
Principal Risk management  137
Risk performance  149
Supervision and regulation  215

Shareholder information 
Key dates, Annual General Meeting,  
Dividends, useful contact details,  
managing your shares online and  
how to obtain alternative formats of 
shareholder documents 360

Governance compliance Compliance with  
The UK Corporate 
Governance Code 2016 
 Page 40

Viability statement 
 
 
 Page 42

Non-financial information 
statement 
 
 Page 44

An update on our businesses Barclays UK Page 30
Operating model, market opportunities,  
and how we deliver on our strength as  
a UK consumer and business bank

Personal Banking Page 32
Barclaycard Consumer UK Page 32
 Business Banking Page 33

Barclays International Page 34
Operating model, market opportunities,  
and how we deliver on our strength as  
a global wholesale and consumer bank

Corporate and Investment Bank Page 36
Consumer, Cards and Payments Page 37

Barclays Execution Services Page 38
Operating model and how we provide efficiencies and innovation for the Group

What’s inside this report

Our structure, strategy and how
we measure our performance

Risk  
management 

Structure and governance 
overseeing risk

Page 28

Key performance 
indicators

Measuring performance

Page 18

Purpose and values
We are a company of 
opportunity makers

Page 10

Stakeholder 
engagement

Engaging stakeholders for 
feedback and direction

Page 16

Business model 
Working together  
to help people rise

Page 14

Strategy
Playing to our  

strengths

Page 12

Our leadership team discusses the  
year and the future for Barclays

Chairman’s letter Page 02
A solid foundation for the future

Chief Executive’s review Page 05
We are delivering on our strategy

Operating environment Page 08
A constantly evolving operating environment

Strategic Report pages 2 to 46

Annual report on a page

A concise one-page 
summary showing 
the key features of the 
annual report is useful, 
especially for particularly 
long annual reports.
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https://home.barclays/content/dam/home-barclays/documents/investor-relations/reports-and-events/annual-reports/2018/2018-barclays-plc-annual-report.pdf
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The Royal Society 2018-19, 
(page 41)

THE ROYAL SOCIETY TRUSTEES’ REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS40

Principal risks  
and uncertainties

Council is responsible for ensuring 
that proper arrangements are in place 
for risk management. Council relies 
principally on the Audit Committee, 
supported by the internal auditors, 
to assess those arrangements and 
to advise it accordingly. During 
the year, KPMG LLP replaced 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP as the 
Society’s internal auditors following a 
competitive tender process. 

The Audit Committee considers 
regular reports on risk-management 
systems and management of major 
risks. Council considers regular 
reports from the Audit Committee and 
reviews management of major risks, 
including using its own risk register. 
The risk registers of the Society’s 
sections are also updated periodically 
and used in managing and monitoring 
risks and communicating information 
about risks across the organisation. 
The internal audit plan for the year 
included a review of risk management 

in projects, to supplement the review 
on risk management arrangements 
undertaken by the previous internal 
auditors. 

Council and senior staff reflect 
frequently on uncertainties and risks 
to achieving the Society’s goals and 
the effectiveness of the various means 
it employs to mitigate those risks. 
They are also vigilant in identifying 
new risks and taking steps to address 
them. Actions and processes often 
contribute to mitigation of several 
risks simultaneously. The Society 
works assiduously to develop and 
maintain relationships to ensure that 
its activities remain relevant, that its 
contributions are effective, and that 
the value of its work is recognised. 
The Society enjoys many beneficial 
relationships through its Fellows, 
Foreign Members and staff. The main 
risks identified by Council and actions 
taken to manage them, including 
ongoing actions, are described below.

Risk

Key strategic 

priorities  

at risk Management

Status  

of risk

Broad political context in which the 

Society operates remains unsettled 

making short-term planning difficult, in 

particular because of uncertainty related 

to Brexit.

 

• Continue to work with many partners, in the UK, in the rest of 

Europe, and globally.

• Advocate for and promote future arrangements for international 

collaboration, and the ability of the UK to continue to attract 

outstanding scientists from overseas, funding for UK science, 

and regulatory matters.

• Provide advice and build relationships.

Funding reduced or remaining static has 

a negative impact on the Society’s 

ability to support excellent science.

 

• Strengthen existing relations and develop new relationships, 

seeking to secure additional funding and diversify sources 

of funding.

• Improve arrangements for financial planning.

• Increased investment in primary-purpose trading activity.

Key
 

Status of risk

 High risk

 Medium risk

Only significant risks are presented in the 

table below therefore none have been 

rated as low risk

Change of status

 Increased risk

 No change

 Decreased risk

Key strategic priorities at risk

  Promoting excellence  

in science

  Supporting international scientific 

collaboration

  Demonstrating the importance of 

science to everyone

THE ROYAL SOCIETY TRUSTEES’ REPORT AND FINANCIAL STATEMENTS40

Principal risks  
and uncertainties

Council is responsible for ensuring 
that proper arrangements are in place 
for risk management. Council relies 
principally on the Audit Committee, 
supported by the internal auditors, 
to assess those arrangements and 
to advise it accordingly. During 
the year, KPMG LLP replaced 
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP as the 
Society’s internal auditors following a 
competitive tender process. 

The Audit Committee considers 
regular reports on risk-management 
systems and management of major 
risks. Council considers regular 
reports from the Audit Committee and 
reviews management of major risks, 
including using its own risk register. 
The risk registers of the Society’s 
sections are also updated periodically 
and used in managing and monitoring 
risks and communicating information 
about risks across the organisation. 
The internal audit plan for the year 
included a review of risk management 

in projects, to supplement the review 
on risk management arrangements 
undertaken by the previous internal 
auditors. 

Council and senior staff reflect 
frequently on uncertainties and risks 
to achieving the Society’s goals and 
the effectiveness of the various means 
it employs to mitigate those risks. 
They are also vigilant in identifying 
new risks and taking steps to address 
them. Actions and processes often 
contribute to mitigation of several 
risks simultaneously. The Society 
works assiduously to develop and 
maintain relationships to ensure that 
its activities remain relevant, that its 
contributions are effective, and that 
the value of its work is recognised. 
The Society enjoys many beneficial 
relationships through its Fellows, 
Foreign Members and staff. The main 
risks identified by Council and actions 
taken to manage them, including 
ongoing actions, are described below.

Risk

Key strategic 

priorities  

at risk Management

Status  

of risk

Broad political context in which the 

Society operates remains unsettled 

making short-term planning difficult, in 

particular because of uncertainty related 

to Brexit.

 

• Continue to work with many partners, in the UK, in the rest of 

Europe, and globally.

• Advocate for and promote future arrangements for international 

collaboration, and the ability of the UK to continue to attract 

outstanding scientists from overseas, funding for UK science, 

and regulatory matters.

• Provide advice and build relationships.

Funding reduced or remaining static has 

a negative impact on the Society’s 

ability to support excellent science.

 

• Strengthen existing relations and develop new relationships, 

seeking to secure additional funding and diversify sources 

of funding.

• Improve arrangements for financial planning.

• Increased investment in primary-purpose trading activity.

Key
 

Status of risk

 High risk

 Medium risk

Only significant risks are presented in the 

table below therefore none have been 

rated as low risk

Change of status

 Increased risk

 No change

 Decreased risk

Key strategic priorities at risk

  Promoting excellence  

in science

  Supporting international scientific 

collaboration

  Demonstrating the importance of 

science to everyone

A clear key helps users navigate the 
annual report. It is easy to identify 
linkages to strategic priorities with 
the consistent use of colour.

The significance of the risk 
and the direction of travel 
are shown via the coloured 
square and arrow.

A clear key6
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7 Sky Gender Pay Gap Report 2018 and 
Sky Modern Slavery Statement 2018, (page 3)

7/ 7

Consistent colour scheme

Sky’s consistent use of colour throughout its 
corporate reports help integrate its wider corporate 
objectives with the annual report. Sky’s annual 
report clearly provides links to its corporate reports 
so the reader can find out more information.

UK legislation requires organisations with more 
than 250 employees to publish their gender pay 
gap figures

We have several fantastic initiatives in place to help us achieve better 
gender balance in the workforce

Women in Leadership, which focuses on balancing gender in our most 
senior positions, has been strengthened this year with:

Although changes in the business last year led to a slight 
drop in women in leadership, the long-term trend in all our 
focus areas is positive

There’s no quick fix, but we’re seeing progress Building on our flexible and family friendly culture 

To support men and women achieve their ambitions at work and in life,  
we’re constantly taking steps to tackle structural gender bias that 
exists right across society. In 2018 we:

And our Women in Home Service trainee 
programme gives women the training 
needed so they have the confidence to apply 
for a permanent role when vacancies open 
up. This approach is ‘positive action’ and so 
far has helped us recruit nearly 300 women 
onto the scheme, with many progressing to 
permanent roles. In the short term it makes 
our gender pay gap bigger, but as their 
experience grows and female representation 
continues to improve, our pay gap will shrink.

Not all of our initiatives will have an immediate effect on 
our gender pay gap, but we’re proud to be recognised for 
building a sustainable approach

 Our representation is changing

1

4 5How we’re closing the gap Supporting men and women 6 Our progress is recognised

Tripled paid leave to 6 weeks, plus  another 6 
weeks unpaid, within the first year (statutory 
entitlement is 2 weeks)

Hiring senior female 
leaders who’ve had a 
career break of  2 or 
more years

A programme for more 
junior women to build a 
stronger pathway through 
the organisation

Encouraged a more personalised approach to 
working patterns defined by each team

Raised more awareness that both parents can 
share 50 weeks off when a child arrives with Sky 
dads sharing their own experiences on social 
media

LEADERSHIP 37% 50%

23% 30%

9%

39%

21%

20%

TECHNOLOGY

HOME SERVICE

20182017

38%

22%

- -2%
2017

2016

31%
2014

17%
2014

AT LAUNCH TARGET

Our Women in Technology 
programme continues to 
bring more women into our 
tech and digital teams

Gender pay is often confused with equal 
pay but they are not the same thing 

Gender pay looks at the average pay of 
men and women across the whole 
business, regardless of role or seniority

Equal pay looks at the difference in pay 
between a man and a woman doing the 
same role, with the same skills and 
experience

Gender pay v equal pay

EQUAL
PAY

GENDER
PAY

We are required to publish figures on bonus pay, 
our pay quartiles and the gender pay gap. These 
figures will be published on the Government’s 
website www.gov.uk and on www.skygroup.sky

We have to provide data for all 5 of our employing companies 
and we’ll also look at our overall Sky results

2

3

Gender
pay gap

Bonus
pay

Pay
quartiles

The calculations

Our gender pay gap Our pay quartiles Our bonus awards Explaining our figures

MEAN MEDIAN

Our overall Sky results 

SKY PAY GAP

NATIONAL
AVERAGE GAP*

SKY BONUS
GAP

72% 28% +1%
UPPER (HIGHEST PAID QUARTER OF EMPLOYEES) vs 2017

+2%51% 49%
LOWER (LOWEST PAID QUARTER OF EMPLOYEES)

-1%74% 26%
UPPER MIDDLE

0%69% 31%
LOWER MIDDLE

Proportion of male and female employees by quartile pay bands The proportion of men and women who received 
bonus pay+

78%
OF MEN RECEIVED

BONUS PAY

76%
OF WOMEN RECEIVED

BONUS PAY

-0.1%-0.1%vs 2017 -0.2%-0.2%

-0.2%-0.2% 0%

+3.2% +2.2%

* Source: ONS.gov.uk, 2018
+Consultant workers were included in the 2017 bonus figures, but have been excluded in 2018 as they do not meet the legislative criteria. As 
these workers are not eligible for bonus pay this change has driven a slight increase in the % of both men and women receiving a bonus in 2018.

There are more men 
in our most senior 
positions

We employ more men in 
higher paying role types 
such as in tech or digital

The vast majority of organisations have a gender pay gap. 
Our gender pay gap and our bonus gap are caused by 
having proportionally more men than women in our higher 
pay quartiles. There are two main reasons for this:  

Our bonus gap increased slightly this year 
because of an incentive that pays out every 2nd 
year to our most senior leaders.  And because 
we have more men than women in our most 
senior roles, the bonus gap grew.  When we 
exclude this incentive from the calculations our 
bonus gap falls to within 1% of last year’s 
figure

1 2

GENDER
PAY GAP

2 0 1 8
REPORT

Sky Modern Slavery Statement July 2018 1

Our purpose is to bring better content and innovation to all of 
our customers; better connecting them to more of what they love.

SKY’S MODERN SLAVERY STATEMENT 2018

Our values
Forward-looking & restless
We are optimists. We believe in a better tomorrow 
and are not afraid to challenge the status quo

Creative & action-orientated
We believe in forging our own path through  
the power of new ideas

Customer-led & simplifying
We believe in making things better and simpler 
for our customers

Collaborative & inclusive
We believe in the power of diverse teams 
and individuals working together to deliver 
outstanding performance

Fair & responsible
We believe in doing the right thing for our customers, 
our people, communities and shareholders

We are committed to addressing 
the risks of modern slavery in our 
operations and supply chain. 

Who we are
Sky is Europe’s leading entertainment and 
communications company operating in seven 
countries (UK, Ireland, Italy, Germany, Austria, Spain 
and Switzerland) and with more than 31,000 employees 
and over 7,000 suppliers. We make and commission 
programmes, broadcast sports and news, provide 
services including Sky Broadband and Sky Mobile, 
as well as supplying products including set top boxes 
and remote controls to our 23 million customers 
across Europe. 

Our programmes are made by us and by independent 
production companies all over the world, including 
countries such as South Africa and Vietnam. 

We broadcast sports, including Formula 1, football, 
cricket, rugby and golf, from the countries where the 
games are played. In the last year, this has included 
Bahrain, Azerbaijan and the US. 

Our finished electronic products are sourced mainly 
from China and our merchandise from two suppliers who 
source from around the world. We work to understand 
which countries the raw materials in our products, 
including gold, tungsten, tin and tantalum, come from. 
Our products are recycled and refurbished in the UK 
and the Czech Republic. You can watch a video about 
the  Sky Q life here.

We broadcast news globally across Sky channels 
including Sky News, TG24 and Sky Sports News. 

We engage regularly with suppliers, customers, 
employees and contractors, both formally and informally. 
Engagement happens through surveys, events, focus 
groups and regular meetings. Our audit programme 
includes interviews with workers in supply chain.

How we approach modern slavery 
at Sky
We are committed to addressing the risks of modern 
slavery in our own operations and supply chain. 
Our approach has evolved as our understanding of 
where the risks lie has increased. Our human rights 
steering group involves representatives from across 
the business whose role it is to address Sky’s salient 
issues and to identify opportunities for leadership. 
To tackle the modern slavery risks Sky identified in 2017, 
we established three workstreams: Corporate, Products 
and Production which includes Sky Entertainment, Sky 
News and Sky Sports. Coordination is led by the Bigger 
Picture team, which also feeds into a subcommittee of 
the board, the Bigger Picture Committee that oversees 
the social, environmental and ethical impacts of 
Sky’s activities.

Our policies
Modern slavery is a vast and global problem, affecting 
every country in the world. Our approach recognises 
this and seeks to identify vulnerable people in our 
operations and supply chain wherever they might be 
and to understand what particular issues might exist 
for them. For example our audits have identified long 
working hours and fair pay as risks in factories that are 
part of our electronics supply chain.

Sky’s ‘Ways of Working’ sets out our values as a 
business and our expectations of employee behaviour. 
It signposts ways to spot the signs of modern slavery 
and gives guidance on steps to take should anyone 
have concerns. Employees can report confidentially via 
our human resources helpline PeoplePlus or through 
the external whistleblowing helpline. Call handlers 
at PeoplePlus receive regular training on modern 
slavery to help them recognise potential issues. 
The Whistleblowing Policy and helpline for those who 
work for suppliers is publicly available and provides 
a way for those who work for Sky’s suppliers to raise 
concerns of criminal offences and ill-treatment of 
people, amongst other issues. There were no issues 

related to slavery raised through the line in 2017/18. 
Relevant internal People policies, such as our Temporary 
Worker Policy and the Right To Work Guidance for 
Recruitment and Hiring Managers, contain information 
about modern slavery.

Sky’s Responsible Sourcing Policy, was updated in 
2018 to include further salient issues for our sector 
and explicitly prohibits involvement in illegal, forced, 
bonded, involuntary or exploited labour, child labour 
and involvement in incidences of human trafficking 
or involuntary movement of persons for exploitation. 
It also prohibits the charging of fees for recruitment 
and requires that all these terms are adhered to by 
suppliers throughout their supply chains and with all 
subcontractors used to supply to Sky. We include terms 
to ensure that the supplier signs up to and agrees with 
our policies in all legal contracts and that they cascade 
them to their suppliers. Our precedent agreement that 
we use for our approved suppliers of products and 
services includes a strengthened obligation to agree 
with our policies, the right to inspection and audit rights.

In addition to this Sky’s Human Rights Policy outlines 
in more detail our approach to human rights. This is 
reviewed by the Human Rights Steering Group and 
updated accordingly.

http://www.nao.org.uk
https://www.skygroup.sky/corporate/bigger-picture/responsible-business/people
https://static.skyassets.com/contentstack/assets/bltdc2476c7b6b194dd/blt77f2f940d98f18ba/5bbb40ff1186de480f42af70/Sky_Modern_Slavery_Statement_2018.pdf
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